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A Celebration oj The Word As Art
By David Schwartz
Integration between the fine arts
and the liberal arts has been a goal at
Purchase· since before "Large Two
Forms" was a twinkle in Henry
Moore's eye. Though such
integration has been rare,
occasionally there have been events
to remind us of the possibilities, to
emphasize the link between the
artist and the scholar.
This week, a three.;.day event,
coordinated by the Visual Arts
Department, and titled "A
Celebration of the Book as Art" will
celebrate the ties between art and
language. It will bring together
artists, publishers, teachers from
VA, Film, and Humanities, poets,
and designers in a series of special
panel discussions.
The events, open to all, are as
follows:
THE BOOK AS ART - Tuesday,
December 7th, 11:00, Theater H.
A discussion moderated by Ed
Colker, Dean of Visual Arts, on the
c:urrent bookworks scene, with
Martha Wilson, from Franklin
Furnace, Nan Becker, from Printed
Matter, Dick Higgins, an
artist/ publisher, Clive Phillpot,
from MOMA, and Quentin Fiore, a
book designer.

THE WORD AS ART
WedDesday, December 8th, 11:00,
Tbeater H.
A discussion, with Purchase
teachers, on the historical overview
on the influence of language itself as
a part of art, with Margot Lovejoy,
of VA, moderating. Teachers
include Bob Stein (Humanities),
Shirley Blum (Art History), Carol
Bankerd (VA), and Tom Gunning
(Film). Also on the panel is poet
·Howard Levy.
BOOKWORKS - Thursday,
Deeember 9th, 11:00, Room 1019,
VA BuDdinl.
A panel on the problems of
producing and marketing
bookworks with Ed Colker, Doug
Wolf (Director of the Center For
Book Arts), Antonio Frasconi (V A
j

for the flourishing of publication is that
now it is possible for the individual
artist, poet, to crack the monster
machine of technology and produce.
We now make our own galleries, our
own exhibitions, Our own statements,
and our own autobiographies. Indeed,
we have the means to produce it,
through inexpensive offset. That's why
the resurgence of the offbeat literary
quarterly, and the campus things which
are emerging.

I

I

Ed Colker, and Margot Lovejoy, organizers o/the Celebration this week.
Professor), and Joan Lyons (from
the Visual Studies Worksliop in
Rochester).
We discussed the ideas behind this
special event with the two people
who will be moderating the panels,
Ed Colker, and Margot Lovejoy.

•••

How were the events thought upt
Lovejoy: It started with the Visiting
Artist Lecture Series. We try every year
to think of a new focus for our lectures,
usually culminating in a symposium. It
gives us a chance to pick out a subject
that would be of interest not only to
Visual Arts but to other departments as
well.
Is the col/abonltion between tutlsts lind
poets something that Is just flowering
nowt
Lovejoy: . In a sense, I suppose you
could say that it's flowering and
beoming a thing that's more in the
mainstream than it's been. There's been
an interest in the relation between
images and words since William Blake,
who wanted to have poetry and words
along with his images.
You could think about Expression
ists, Surrealists, Dadaists, with their
manifestos.
Colker: Well, I think that if you look at
it in large terms, though I'm not a
historian, the brief eclipse of this vitality
is probably due to the rush of television
and McLuhan's notions that possibly

reading would suffer and information
transfer becoming picture would be
everything. There was some thinking,
and it's validated by some of the young
people I know; most children don't read
very much - that, I think has changed.
I don't want to call it a failure of
television; let's say a limitation of
television. Its great, terrible strength is
to show us Vietnam and to show us
horrors, to show us sport, and spectacle.
But that seems to have waned, as now
another hunger began, for imagination
and fantasy. Coupled with a return to
realism, to a degree, and a rediscovery
by young people of the comic strip and
the illustrated book, there's been a

We now make our own
galleries, our own exhibitions,
our own autobiographies.
resurgence.
Lovejoy: I think as far as the fine arts
are concerned, that this tradition, this
idea of taking a book and thinking of it
as a serial way of presenting images, it
has several different elements. This is
one of them; artists today are using
books to develop their ideas instead of
through the gallery system.
Colker: That's a good point - on the
NEA panel, where we were giving
funding throughout the country, that
was a point that was made. The reason

Lovejoy: I think you have to see several
different strains going here. There was
alao the group, the Constrcutivista, who
were very interested in worda and
montage as a way of making political
statements. The whole movement ofthe
dadaists using collage to make
commentary - using newspapers, and
putting together slogans, to help make
people draw conclusions which are the
opposite of what the image originally
represented.
You have all those movements going
side by side, with surrealism, taking
found images, and putting them out of

See piece by Ed Colker
on poets and artists, p. 19
context. Max Ernst's books used
images from the Victorian period and
he would cut sections out and create the
most horrifying final collage where the
people in the images were in a different
coniext. A comfortable Victorian lady
would be seen drowning in a sea.
Colker: And there's another track, aside
from the three we've mentioned (a
counteraction against visual culture,
another the. alternative need in terms of
breaking through, and the historical
base) and that's the collegiality ofartists
and poets, which has waned and swelled
through history.
In a way, the artist and the poet in .
America are still the two professions
which don't have the box office relation
of, say novels, theater, dance, and mm.
Artists and poets are dealing with
intimism - and work outside the
mainstream.
There has beeil a success of art
schools and colleges in providing skills.
So many young men and women feel
CoatlDued
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Newsbriefs
Jewish Defense League
Head To Speak Here
Rabbi Meir Kahane, the head ofthe Jewish Defense
League, who has been officially condemned by the
United States Congress, the Israeli Parliament, and
the United Nations, will be speaking here on
December 15th, ending an eight-month-old
controversy.
Kahane was originally set to speak here in April, but
the reform Jewish organization on campus wouldn't
let it happen. Rabbi Kahane is a radically Orthodox
Jew, who has been associated with terrorist activities.
According to Craig Leitner, a senior Film student
who has organized the Kahane talk, Daniel Lenchner,
advisor to the Jewish organization Ruach, was in
"personal disagreement" with Kahane's advocation of
Jews physic;ally fighting against Neo Nazis in the
United States, among other things. Lenchner was not
a student at the college, but a paid advisor, sponsored
by the Jewish Association of College Youth (JACY), a
branch of the United Jewish Appeal in Manhattan.
Leitner said that a series of shouting matches
ensued, with Lenchner refusing to provide the
funding, and threatening to take whatever steps were
necessary to prevent Kahane's appearance.
However, Kahane then left the country, and the
matter was put on hold until this week, when Kahane
returned to the United States.
Leitner, who has since quite Ruach, went a different
route this time to get funding for Kahane. He went to
the Student Union, who granted money under the
condition that Ruach be given equal time. The new
Ruach advisor, Sandy Goodman, also paid for by
JACY, said that Kahane's "views ~re very
controversial, and he has a radical approach to the ·
solution of the Middle East and other conflicts.
However, I believe that his views should be aired."
She added that Ruach would also try to set up a
debate between Kahane and a Ruach representative,
but since "Kahane is such a charismatic, eloquent
speaker," it would be hard to find someone on such
short notice who wouldn't be "knocked over" by
Kahane on the podium. If debate couldn't be
arranged, Ruach would, she continued, find a speaker
to appear very soon after Kahane to present an
alternate point of view to whatever topic Kahane
might address.
Leitner, who is currently in the procesS of forming
an orthodox Jewish organization on campus, said
that, opinions aside, "This is an excellent opportunity
to hear first hand a man who will surely playa part in
the events now unfolding in Israel," events that will
"surely affect the future of America."
College President Sheldon Grebstein said that he
was sympathetic to Leitner's stand. "We have a liberal
policy on guest speakers here. I believe that a college
campus is a place where there should be a free ·
exchange of ideas. As long as the event is sponsored by
a recognized campus organization, it's okay by me.
And it will stay that way as long as I'm president." He
added that he planned to attend the lecture.

Draft Registration Is
In Legal Limbo
Two recent decisions make it likely that the
Supreme Court eventually will be asked to resolve the
legality of the draft registration program instituted by
Jimmy Carter in July 1980.
The first ruling came from a Federal district judge in
Los Angeles, who decal red the law invalid and
dismissed charges against a draft resister because
. Car.ter's order setting' up the process was not properly
promulgated, and because the government refused to
let defense attorneys see White House and Pentagon

documents and question presidential aide Edward
Meese.
Attorneys for David Wayte, 21, a former Yale
philosophy student, sought the documents and
Meese's testimony to try and prove that the Reagan
administration illegally prosecuted only vocal
dissenters. The government said that they would let
Federal Judge Terry Hatter Jr. see the documents, but
not the defense.
That decision was handed down on November 15.
Four days later, U.S. District Judge Edward
McManus in Cedar Rapids, Iowa placed in limbo the
prosecution of Russell Martin for failing to register
with Selective Service when he turned 18, citing the
same reasons.
Two other resisters, Gary Eklund of Davenport,
Iowa, and Mark Schmucker of Cleveland, Ohio, said
that they will use Hatter's ruling in appealing their
convictions.
Justice department officials, in response to the
rulings that essentially toss Presidential Proclamation
4771 out the window, immediately filed for an appeal.
Arthur Brill, the Deputy Director of Public Affairs
commented that "The Department of Justice believes
the opinion is wrong and will proceed with
investigations and prosecutions of nonregistrants in a
routine manner. We are of the opinion that people
should continue to register."
Selective Service estimates that almost 600,000 men
have failed to comply with the law, requiring them to
sign up within 30 days of their 18th birthday.

An Update on the
Student Union
Not the Student Senate, orthe Student Association,
or the All-Campus Sentate, the Student Union was
formed last year to involve and inform students about
causes such as nuclear energy, the United States
government, or the 'current situation in Central
America.
This past semester, they helped in bringing Mario
Cuomo to Purchase, staging a debate between Senator
D. Patrick Moynihan and Assemblywoman Florence
Sullivan, and organizing the Latin America Lecture
Series, as well as the upcoming address by Jewish
Activist Rabbi Meir Kahane.
Next semester, the goal of this non-partisan group is
to stage a weekly series of events, workshops, and
lectures on nuclear disarmament and American
foreign policy, in the same vein as Manhattanville's
recent Campus Awareness week, where each teacher
was asked to teach at least one class that week with a
nuclear energy slant, either pro or con, and the
symposium that included such speakers as political
activist and Citizens Party 1980 Presidential candidate
Barry Commoner.
Along with Neil Kaplan, a visual artS student,a plan
is being worked on to make a formal proposal to the
commitee that will decide the ultimate use of the
gatehouse building, located behind the Humanities
buildinll. at the entrance to the administration and ';
admissions complex. Mandy Hass of the Student ·
Union commented that, "even the original architecls
admit that this place makes people feel stifled - it's a
monolithic grid that isolates people. The gatehouse
isn't much as a structure, but at least it isn't made of
bricks and the windows open." Their plan will call for
the gatehouse to be used as an alternative space to be
used for student works, almost an expanded, 7..<fay
Hippocrene complete with food and non-alchoholic
beverages. But here, there is more room for both
performance and hanging galleries, and as the
ptehouse is not attaChed to any particular division
buDding, students hopefully will not feer restricted,
Hass continued.
One ofthe more important'functions ofthe Student
Union, is to coor.dinate the Student Senate Lecture

Series. The Student Union members stress that they do
not endorse candidates, or any political platforms,aud
anyone who has a possible speaker to come to the
campus should approach them, and ask for the
support. They have paid for such diverse ideals u
Kahane, Cuomo, and Father Bob Lloyd of the
Maryknoll Fathers to appear here.
Unfortunately, there are only a few people who
regularly attend the meetings, which are held Tuesda~
nights at 9 p.m. in the Fireside Lounge in CampUi
Center North. They urge you to come and talk about
what you'd like to see happen at Purchase, and help 10
make it work.

The Urban Mair:
Students in Action
An Urban Affairs Action Committee has been
formed by students in the department to help save tbe
two untenured professors who will lose their jobs when
their contracts expire in August of 1983. Professon
Phil Weitzman and Dr. Kent Robertson have also
taken up the matter with a union grievance and I
lawsuit against the State University.
The committee sent a memo to the administration
asking for an official announcment on the future of tile
Urban Affairs department.
They received a reply on Novem ....er 22nd, from Nil
Siegel, Vice President for Academic Affairs, telliq
them simply, "It is not likely that they (a college
committee that will make suggestions on resource
allocations to President Grebstein) will review the
Urban Studies Program, along with others in tbe
college."
The committee plans to leaflet in the coming weeks,
at Open Houses for prospective students, and
upcoming social events at the Neuberger, amongotber
events.

Newsbriefs by Timothy McDarnh
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• Permanent Centers open days, evenings and
weekends.
.
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-time staff.
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE® facilities for
review of class lessons and supplementary
materials.
• Small classes taught by skilled instructors.
• Opportunity to make up missed lessons.
• Voluminous home-study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert in their field.
• Opportunity to transfer to and continue
study at any of our over 105 centers.

The Load.
Next issue: December 22nd
Deadline: December 15th for articles.
December 13th for Theater X.
Load meeting, this Thursday, 8:30 p.m.,
in our office. Come if you wish tojoinfor
next semester.
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*Filing and having approved a Social
Event Request form no less than two
business days prior to the event;
*NQ serving of alcohol after 1:30
a.m., with a time limit of four and one
half hours for the event;
*Social events, particularly those
serving alcohol are "discouraged on
school nights." If approved, they may
be "no longer than three hours ...and
must conclude by midnight."
*Prior approval of a Residence Life
Staff Member must be secured before
any "large quantity of alcohol; e.g. a
quarter keg," may be brought into a
facility;

The Drinking Law is With Us
By Timothy MeDarnb
Some serious changes in Purchase's
IlCiaI life took place last Saturday at
I~OI a.m. when a new alcohol policy,
ICIIIt to conform with New York
!late's new drinking age of 19, took
Iffect.
More than 700 students (around
l5%) of the student population, and
~a rly 75%
of the dormitory
IOPulation, now fall below the legal
minimum.
Thecollege's new policy is outlined in
lIix-page document, drawn up over the
IUmmer by the Alcohol Policy
Committee, made up of students,
lesidence Life workers, teachers, and
~resentatives from Flik and the
Center For The Arts.
The policy will control beer, wine and
iquor served on campus, including
dorm and apartment parties. The four
IJW which will be most affected are;
1k pub, Heliotrope and Puce, large
parties sponsored by organizations, and
parties in residential areas.
The pub will have two separate
ICrving areas. The back bar will be
IUmed into a "juice bar," and in the
front bar, which will continue to serve
rine and beer, no one under 19 will be
admitted. Flik officials said the "juice
Mr" would have more snack items,
sodas, and non-alcoholic beverages. In

The maximum number ofpeople
who may gather in a room is ten,
and an apartment thirty.
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beverages (other than water) and a
The pub will have two
Jtparate serving areas. The back reasonable amount of food must be
provided at any event where alcoholic
btlr will become a "juice bar."

addition, places like the Cappucino
Lounge are being looked into for
expanded service.
Heliotropes will no longer serve
alcohol. The only legal way to continue
IfYing wine would be to rope off a
!pecialarea, which would be supervised
by ID-checkers. Tony Kliphuis, Vice
P1aident of Finance for the Student
Senate, said that the Senate would not
fm! alcohol for Heliotrope and Puce,
because that would force a third of the
campus to subsidize alcohol which they
would not be allowed to drink.
Large parties sponsored by clubs and
orpnizations will now operate in the
.me manner as Heliotropes would
have. An area must now be cordoned
off where the alcohol will be served, and
uoutlined by the policy, "nonalcoholic

beverages are served." Also, alcohol
must only be served at predetermined
hours, in accordance with an
application that must be submitted at
least five business days before the event
to the Associate Dean for Campus Life
after a facility has been reserved
through the Office of Residence Life
(housing). And if an organization does
not possess a one-day temporary liquor
permit, available for a fee from the New
York State Alcoholic Beverage
Control, liquor must be given away for
free and the organization may not
charge admission. And finally, "the
amount of alcohol planned for an event
must be discussed with and approved by
an appropriate member of the Campus
Centers and Student Activities or
Residence Life staffs."
The rules for residence facility parties
are those expected to come under the
most criticism. They iriclude:

Vandals Have A Lot
To Be Thankful For This Year
thieves may have entered through an
unlocked door or window, especially in
Thousands of dollars worth of the dormitory burglary. He says these
personal property was stolen in two were not planned crimes, but
burglaries over Thanksgiving break.· committed out of opportunity, when a
According to Director of Public Safety person(s) saw a "window or door open."
Mark Albrecht, S8,OOO worth of goods However, victims in each burglary
was stolen. But figures tallied by the claim that all doors and windows were
victims approach $14,000.
locked.
Agreat quantity ofjewelry, expensive
Albrecht confirms that students had
women's clothing, two cameras, and a requested public safety officers to
movie projector, were stolen from an M increase patrols over the apartments
itreet residence in the new apartments. during the holiday break, but that the
Other articles, such as shoes, tennis officer. had more than their share of
rickets, and cosmetics, were also taken. areas to keep guard over, and "could
In the second burglary, a turntable not patrol the apartment complexes any
and stereo receiver were taken from a more than -normal."
room on the second floor of Cowing in
He added that his department is
the dormitory.
pushing for stronger, and differently
Albrecht said there was no evidence designed locks. There are presently no
offorced entry. Therefore he could only leads concering either burglary. The
bypothesize as to how burglars gained incidents are under investigation by
access. A master key or credit card may members of Public Safety and the
have been used. Albrecht also said Harrison Police Department.

*An R.A. must be present at all
resident unit social events;
* A supervisory committee of
residents, 19 or older, is required to
oversee the behavior of the residents
and guests and monitor the amount of
liquor served. There must be one
supervisory committee member for
every 15 persons in attendance;
*The number of people in attendance
must be approved by a member of the
Residence Life Professional Staff;
*The maximum number of people
who may gather in a room is ten and in a
suite or apartment thirty.
*And the entry that has already come
under fire is the limit of the amount of
CootIDued on Pale Four

Stolen Mail
By HUtoa DuBo"y
Within the past month many atudentl
have expressed rage over the fact that
they haven't received mail which is sent
to them. Many of the letters wh ich have
never reached these students' hands
contain checks.
One woman has yet to see a $2,000
tuition check sent over two months ago.
Another student has yet to receive a
$250 check, sent over a month ago.
Mark Albrecht, Director of Public
Safety, said that "there are many, many
people" who are missing their mail, but
haven't, until the past month, reported
the "disappearing" letters. Albrecht
says that there is no way of telling how
long some students have been missing
their mail and exactly how many
students· are involved, because many
"just write it offas lost and do not report
it."
At least eleven students have

complained to this reporter that they
have not received letters which they
were assured were sent here. Albrecht
assumes that this is stolen mail, yet he
can not be sure. He believes that it is
difficult to pinpoint an exact time as to
when much of the mail was sent and has
yet gone through the various postal
services. Thus, Albrecht states this
makes it difficult to assess whether "we
are dealing with a lost bag of mail or
someone is stashing it somewhere."
Furthermore, to this point, no 'stolen'
checks have been cashed.
Albrecht emphasized that people
should "definitely not report" cases of
missing mail to the information booth
or the mailroom as they have been
doing. Persons with reports of missing
mail should immediately contact Mark
Albrecht. In the mean time it is
important the students keep stock of
what mail they should receive and when
they are expecting it.

By Hilton DuBovy
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By Crall Leitner
Rabbi Melr Kahane is scheduled to
speak here next week. He is one of the
most controversial Jewishflgures in the
world, an extremist Rabbi whose
leadership of the Jewish Defense
League has brought him world-wide
notoriety. Craig Leitner gives his
perspective of Meir Kahane.

incident. In the Rabbi's own wonla
"Thus we became the baddest mothen
on the scene."
After a short fling with underworld
personality Joe Colombo, and some
time in Federal Prison for anti-Soviet
activity, Rabbi Kahane left the United
States in 1973 and returned to Israel
where he formed the Israeli JDL
KACH. He has written over IS boob
on subjects ranging from Vietnam 10
intermarriage. He is a columnist whole
writings appear all over the world. He
warns that the Arabs living in Israel are
a time bomb waiting to explode. He
feels Israel has a naive understandiolol
.. the Arab's nationalism and in hislatett
book offers his solution: "They MUll
Go."

•••
Meir Kahane first exploded onto the
international scene in the late 60's as he
launched the campaign of violence
against Soviet installations and
officials. He sent shock waves through
the Jewish Community as he appeared
on national television as an Orthodox
Rabbi demanding that other Rabbis
and Jews break away from the
stereotyped "nice Irvingism" and save
Soviet Jewry by force.
Taking notice of the number of Jews
and Rabbis being arrested for every
cause from "Whales to Mississippi," he
formed the Jewish Defense League to be
an Orthodox Jewish Organization with
Jewish priorities. It was during the now
famous Leningrad Trial that Rabbi
Kahane led Jewish masses into a riot at
the Soviet Mission vowing that if the
Soviets sentenced two Jews to death,
the JDL would sentence four diplomats
to death. The riot in which scores of
JDL people were arrested was the first
time the Jewish question appeared on
page one of the national newspapers,
and much to the despair of the scared,
impotent, Jewish establishment,
succeeded in having the Soviets
commute the death sentences to life
imprisonment.
Rabbi Kahane then extended his
campaign to other areas. Neo-Nazis , he
declared, were to be physically
destroyed. He cited Biblical and
Talmudic laws which demand that if
one comes to slay you, you must slay'

A Look at Rabbi Meir Kahane
him first. He announced that the Nazis
were a threat to the American Jewish
Community, and that they must be
fought not with Establishment press
releases, but with Jewish Iron. The JDL
for the first time held summer camp to
teach Jewish children to fight back. The
campers were instructed in skills from
Torah study to Guerilla Warfare. All of
this brought outrage from the Jewish
Establishment which idly sits by while
the events of the forties slowly begin to
recur in America.
The JDL became famous for massive
sit-ins, harrassment, violent
demonstrations, and media hypes.
Rabbi Kahane once appeared on
television to announce the JDL's new
policy of mailing garbage to the Soviet
Embassy. This brought an annoyed
condemnation from the Soviets in the
General Assembly. More importantly,
~wever, Jews by the thousands started
pouring OQt of the Soviet Union in
unprecedented numbers. Kahane's
campaign spread to areas such as

.

Jewish poor and even crime prevention
in Jewish areas. Once Rabbi Kahane,
fed up with the Black Panthers' anti
semitic/ apti-Zionist policies, led the
JDL into Harlem to picket Panther
Headquarters. Surprisingly, no police
showed up to insure a peaceful
demonstration. The Panthers balked
and despite some name calling the
demonstration went off without

Since he began his work in Islld,
Kahane has been arrested numerOIl
times on charges of gun-runniDa.
incitement to revolution, and was e\'eII
held for almost a year without aDY
charge at all. Right winger ArikSbam
has called Kahane's plan of removiDl
the Arabs of Israel "too extreme."
Prime Minister Begin, former head Ii
the Jewish Underground, has called him
a "madman." Rabbi Kahane proudly
replies to all of them "this is Judaism.-

Drinking Age .- - - - - - Continued From Pale Three

alcohol that may be served, It is:
-Beer: two cases or a quarter keg for
every twenty pople;
- Wine: one gallon for every ' five
people;
-Liquor: three quarts for every
twenty people.
In defense of those figures, A.P.C.
chairperson Jeff McDowell, a Resident
Director, said that the figures were the
same used at other StlNY's, and

Cornell.
It is still too early to tell what
ramifications the new law may have for
Purchase, or how strictly the policy iJ
adhered to, but it is important that
people know the new rules in effect, and
the serious consequences that may ariK
from breaking them. The document in
full is available to see at the Office 01
Student Activities and Campus Centen
or in · the Office of Residence Life,
located in the mezzanine of the Dinina
Hall .

Seasons
Greetings
and Best Wishes
from the
Purchase
Alumni
Association
'l1le Load. December 8th, 1982
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What's the Student Activities Office?
By David Schwartz
1Iris is the second in a series of articles which will
IOIIlinue throughout the year, exploring power at
Pluchase. We will attempt to analyze how the school
IIIIS. how decisions are made, who's in charge ofwhat,
i, looking at the different areas ofpower within the
roIJege: the President's Office, the Deans, the Student
SmIlte. etc.

• ••
·We don't just throw the Halloween Party," says
lberyl Eastwood, one of the five people who make up
1be Office for Campus Centers and Student Activities.
Then what does the Student Activities Office do?
Because the office's functions are so wide reaching
~rom planning parties and activities to check cashing
10 producing the Purchase Order and Monthly
CJIendar to signing out the Humanities Auditorium,
crc.)and the groups they work with are so rnany(CIR,
Residence Life, Center For The Arts, Student Senate,
CIC.)the definition of Student Activities is nebulous, to
.Y the least.
.
With Ben Hogan in charge, in the newly created
position "Associate Dean for Campus Life," the scope
lid influence of the office promises to increase. "I
consider myself an educator, whose field is student II
development," says Hogan. To Hogan, all aspects of
ceUege are educational, and the Student Activities
OffICe is concerned with anything that goes on outside
of class.
What makes the office tricky to define is the fact that
Qalmost always is working with another office or
tpartment in carrying out its activities and functions.
the Freshman Orientation program is planned in
ceDjunction with Residence Life, the Humanities
Auditorium's schedule is controlled by Student
Activities, but the Auditorium is run by C.I.R. Things
tikc alcohol policy and utilization of space are worked
onby Student Activities, but ultimately controlled by
IJIeCiaI committees, and the administration. And
Student Activities doesn't operate with a budget of its
own; money comes from the Student Senate budget,
which comes from the mandatory $50 student activity
Pictured,- Clockwise, starting top left, are the people who run Student
fa.
Activities: Joann Kouvaras, Miriam Sarnoff, Joanna Pignataro,
To make things a bit easier to grasp, the Student
Activities Office consists of (aside from student
Cheryl Eastwood, and Ben Hogan.
workers) five people. Working under Ben Hogan are:
Cheryl Eastwood (Assistant Director for Student tends to fall into patterns. Wednesday Night at South,
"There is a great deal of education that must go on in
Activities), Joann Kouvaris (Assistant Director for Coffee House on Sunday, films on Friday and teaching students how to be responsible, in motivating
Campus Centers), Miria'm Sarnoff, and Joanna Saturday, etc. "Whenever you try to change things, them, and in generating spirit," says Hogan, What, for
Pipataro.
students freak out. If you had Wednesday Night at example, are the steps which Neil Kaplan, a V A
The use of space is one of the main concerns of the South on Tbursday, students would get disoriented," student, must take, before he {ealizes his project of
.says Joann Kouvaras. The office finds it hard to turning the gateh~ouse into an alternative gallery? (See
publicize and get students aware of new events and s.t ory on page 8.) He must get support, and/or
To Hogan, all aspects of college are
programs. Last summer, the Student Senate approval, from the Student Senat~, the Student
tducational, and the Student Activities OffICe committed $10,000 to the Center For the Arts, to-pay Union, the Space Utilization Task Force, the College's
for student rush tickets. Students can go to tho ce'nter Administration, the VA Department, and the
i.f concerned with anything that goes on
IS minutes before any event, and get tickets for a Purchase College Association. Purchase is full of
tUside tlu! ckzssroom.
dollar. But because this is outside of the usual pattern possibilities, resources, and ideas, but many of these
of the social life, students have either been unaware, or remain untapped.
Look for the Student Activities Office to be more
Student Activities Office. Joann Kouvaris, in talking haven't taken advantage, of the offer. Another
problem
with
change,
pointed
out
by
Miriam
Sarnoff,
and
more involved with coordinating projects like this
about Itudent life here, says "The biggest problem here .
is that there is no space for people to come together." is vandalism. Students tend to destroy anything that in the future. Purchase is young, and just four years
Inaddition to organizing space around the campus for isn't chained down, and this makes the installment of ago, ... the Student Activities Office consisted of 3
people, working in a room upstairs at Campus Center
IOCiaI and extracurricular events, Student Activities new furnishings problematic.
.
South.
Ben Hogan's position was just created this
,
It
is
a
mistake
to
place
too
much
emphasis
on
auperviles the two Campus Centers. Plans are now
lIIIderway to reorganize the two buildings. The Student Activities as solely being involved in social year, and this is the year where President Grebstein set
coacept now being worked on would see Campus life. To Ben Hogan, a big part of his office's job is to as one of his top goals a close study of the use of space,
Center North become solely an "activities" building. show students how to get things done. "There's a lot of of the campus centers, of the dining halls, and,
The offices (Student Senate, Student Activities) would exciting stuff going on here. I'm not sure students have generally, student life and services.
For the moment, Ben Hogan says he is "working on
the skills to follow through on them. Our office has to
~ to Campus Center South, and the Load Office,
!be crafts workshops, and the Video Center would work more closely with student clubs and having students trust me. I'd like to make this office
organizations. There's not enough evaluation going on more of a central point - I'd like people to feel free to
move to North.
Also, there are a number of plans to improve what is here. People are just doing things for the sake of doing stop by and talk about issues that arise, from poor
offered in North. The biggest change would be a them," says Hogan. "We're trying to figure out ways to lighting to finding out how to book a concert."
By the way, the Student Activities Office is on the
coavenion of the cafeteria to a full dining room. Part tap into students who want to plan any programs."
of the Pub would be converted to a snack bar, open all The kind of help his office can offer involves dealing first floor of Campus Center North.
day, and North would offer full meal service to with red tape, with the many different bureaucratic
stu4ents on the meal plan, and would be an attractive areas of the school, covering scheduling, space,
place forfaculty and Continuing Ed students to have a publicity, advance planning, dealing with school
',regulations, filling out forms, etc.
mal.
The office also plans a complete refurbishing to the ... Hogan is concerned with helping students to get
Fireside Lounge, with plants, and new furniture and involved in the running of the school. "The institution
decorations, and the opening of a game room is just beginning to see how important that student
downstairs, with pool, ping-pong, board games, and representation is." Students here tend to be involved
video Barnes. With the new alcohol policy, with little outside of their schoolwork, and their social
lives, which largely comes out of a lack of awareness of
improvements are planned for the Cappucino Lounge.
Aside from the back section of the Pub, there is almost how things get done. It is the job of Student Activities
to create this awareness. To hold a rock concert here,
DOwhere for 18 year-olds to socialize.
The Student Activities Office faces a number of for example, demands working with: The Student
problems in its attempts to improve or vary the social Senate, the Center For the Arts, Publications Office,
6fe here. Ooc is a problem of habit; the social life here possibly C.I.R., and.the Student Activities Office. '·
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Christgau Talks on The
History of Rock and· Roll
By CaroUne Howard
The title, "Y odth, Leisure and the
Politics of Rock and ·Roll," prompts the
notion that rock and roll is not simply a
music genre existing unto itself. Rock
and Roll is instead a model of
collecti vi ty, consisisting of the
• muscian's personal expression, the
J audience's approval and the media and
'B music industry's commodification. This
was the subject of a lecture given here by
;; Robert Christgau, music critic of The
0 Village Voice. Christgau was invited by
Asst. Prof. Jeff Halley to speak at his
class, Sociology of Mass Media, and
other interested people on November
15.
. The lecture began with an
explanation of the music industry's use
of Rock and Roll as a commodity,
the dorms inside out." At midnight,
which
often sacrifices music values to
JIlov. 13, everything from the rooms was
money
values~ Christgau then traced the
pulled out into the hall - from
history of Rock and Roll starting from
bunkbeds to plants, posters and lamps.
1955 to the present.
It was a "silly party theme" but it was
Christgau spoke of the severe
once again an attempt to create fun .
competition between the radio and
without the help of mainstream
record industries; occuring because of
authority.
the
enonormous popularity of the music
"Stereo wars have been going on for
the
youth market. He stressed that
in
a while on B-1 and we decided to spread
this
competition
provoked 1) lowered
it campus-wide. What's good for D-l is
racial animosity because of many black
good for the campus." Thursday,
November 11, was the decided night of musicians' popularity with the primary
the campus-wide stereo wars and was consumer (youth) and 2) many new
"very successful" according to the bands to form, cut records and then be
provided with air play.
Foundation."A-D and E-F wings got
The music industry had control over
very loud."
,the music at this point,creating two new
Future projects of the D-l
Foundation are: 1) Dormitory-Wide styles of Rock. The first took advantage
Slumber Party; 2) Campus Olympics; 3) of lowered racial conflict and was titled
. R.A. For A Day - "a lottery will be Motown. The second new Rock style,
ushered by Dick Clark in 1959, in
·held on each hall where the winner
Christgau's
opinion, did not have the
picked (by members ot the l'oundatlon)
artisitc
capabilities
which Motown
will be R.A. for a day or else have all the
possessed.
Frankie
Avalon,
Fabian and
people who have been written up
become R.A. for the day"; 4) Naked other "wimpy crooners" are examples
Day planned for sometime in May; 5) of the type of music which held the

.c
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Conceptual Art Comes
To The Dormitories
By CaroUne Howard

Conceptual art has always been
popular at Purchase, but only recently
has it appeared in the dorms. The recent ·
Stereo Wars and the D-l Slumber
Party, are two conceptual pieces that
the D-l Foundation (an organization
made up of very "brilliant and bizarre
people") put together.
The Stereo Wars called for all
residents to turn on their stereos, as
loud as possible, at a pre-set time. The
Slumber Party had residents of D-l
sleeping in the hall for a night.
In an exclusive interview with the B-1
Foundation, whose members wish to
rem:lin anonymous), I asked what the
point was behind Stereo Wars. "To
liven things up a bit," was the general
consensus, but it goes deeper than that.
There is a feeling of discontent with the 
"fun" organized by the campus and it is
the objective of the D-l Foundation to
"Have fun which is not organized by the
powers that be."
Stereo Wars, however, is not the only
piece of conceptual art attempting to "H~ve everyone in the Dining Hall drop
create a new kind of fun. The D-l their tray and then proceed to clap
Slumber Party was an attempt to "turn whenever someo,ne props their tray by

..

.

listening to an early Beaties album.
it seems as if they're about to
break out laughing at any 11IOnIft.
from worrying about a secure monetary
existence" on the part of the youth is
what Christgau attributed to the fuB
integration of a Rock culture by 1967.
Christgeau reminisced that by 1968
the avant-garde became bored of Roci
music, rationalizing that Rock was dead
because of its acceptance by
mainstream society. Occuring at this
time also was another monopolizatioa
of Rock music by big business. A new
audience emerges now, rougher, leu
sensitive and requiring grand effects to
hold their interest. The avant-garde
leaving the scene, big business latina
over and a less provocative audience
instigated the early 1970's introductioa
of touring (making Rock and Roll a
full-time job) and enormous profits for
the industry, though the economy wu
shrinking and the new music, accordilll
to Christgau's scale. This is the era of
the block-buster albums such u
"Frampton Comes Alive" and
eondnued on pale 16

WESTCHESTER WOMEN'S
HEAL TH ORGANIZA TION

eondliued on INIle 16
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. spotlight till the advent of Beatlemaaia.
Beatlemania was a milestone in Rock
history because ofall the turnaboutail
the music industry it produced. It pill
the power of the Rock music bact into
the hands of the musicans who played it,
projected Rock as "an enormous giggle
-listening to early Beatles' albums it
seems as if they're about to b~k oat
laughing at any moment," projecteciU
image which said that it was DOC
necessary for whites to imitate blacbto
achieve the 'popular sound' and made
clear to the music industry howstrongl
consumer force youth can be. "Freedom
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Notes on The Three Sisters
By J oao Potter
Joan Potter is the Senior Acting
Company's mentor, and the director of
lttiT production of The Three Sisters,
t/llch opens tomorrow, and runs until
Dtttmber 18th. For more information,
It the Calendar, on pages 10 and 11.

•••
The Three Sisters was written for the
. mble of the Moscow Art Theater
lid had its first performance on
Jlluary 31st, 1901, directed by
SlaniaJavsky. Chekhov's last play, The
Ottrry Orchard, followed three years
kIer. Chekhov died in July, 1904 at the
., of 44. In this first production, the
Id/eSs Olga Knipper, who was soon to
kcome Chekhov's wife, created the role
• Masha and Stanislavsky played
Ymhinin. Since then it has become one
tf the most produced plays in theater
UIory. One has only to see it to know
wby this is so, for it is an unforgettable
.tldy of the paradoxes and
aHltradictions of the human condition.
through the richness of life-sized
JIIrtraits of people who are immediately
!!COgnizable as ourselves and our
fi'knds, Chekhov presents a cluster of
altitudes about values such as
happiness, marriage, work, duty,
lauty, past, present, future, and shows
II how these are meaningful or
laDingless to all of us.
Chekhov is considered the supreme
dramatist of the Natural schooL John
Gusner says "Chekhov is a naturalist
1110 did not content himself with
observing surlaces but created in depth
od consequently escaped the aridity of
most naturalist writing." Many
excellent critical studies have been
written about the techniques of
Qekhov as naturalist, and all seem to
pmeive an organizational scheme in
die writing. One of the critics that has
most informed this production is
Desmond Mac Carthy, who wrote
"...Chekhov is the dramatist of
pdbyes; goodbyes to hopes and
ambitions, good byes between lovers.
Yet out of this conception of life, which
might be thought depressing, Chekhov
makes a work of art which moves us and
m lts us like a beautiful piece of music.
II is not in a mood of depression one
laves the theater after seeing The Three
SlIters. How true it is that a good play
mould be like a piece of music! For our
reason it must have the logical
coIIerence of fact, but for our emotions
the sinuous, unanalyzable appeal of
music. In and out, in and out the theme
or hope fo r the race and the theme of
personal despair are interwoven. Each
character is like a different instrument
which leads and gives way alternately,
IOmetimes playing alone, sometimes
with others..." The themes are many
and contrapuntal. They are, however,
orpnized around a basic attitude or
ffeting about man's existence expressed
iDsimpler fashion by Albert Camus
wilen he states that "This universe in
itleJfis not rational...What is absurd is
the confrontation of this irrational and
the mad desire for clairty whose appeal
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reverberates most deeply in man."
Charles Timmer in his perceptive
critical study of "The Bizarre Element"
in Chekhov's Art discusses the
controversy in interpreting Chekhov as
having an optimistic or pessimistic view
of man's existence. He says "Chekhov's
dithyrambic dreams of a better life in
the future expressed in his last plays and
in some of his stories are no proof of his
"optimism" but only of his desperate
desire to find a solution to the problem
of the antagonism, existing between
absurd reality and rational ideality; his
desire to bring about a peace between
life as it is lived - an apparently bizarre
and senseless undertaking - and life as it

could be projected in the mind - beauty,
justice, harmony." Timmer per(;eives
the fact that Chekhov never states that
man's search for meaning for the perfect
life is foredoomed to failure. "Life itself
generates hope ... that in an apparently
hopeless life there is still hope. Even if
every life is condemened to failure, even
if it has many terrible aspects, it still is
hopeful, because it is life, because it can
be seen and felt and tasted and
experienced, because it can be told."
We are using the translation of the
distinguished American poet Randall
Jarrell who had for many years felt that
Chekhov as a writer was the closest to
his own nature as an artist and a man.

He worked on this with consummate
care for 10 years. Stanley Kaufman
wrote, "This is easily the best version of
a Chekhov play in English that I have
ever read -- vital, responsive, concise."
Jarrell left a set of notes he was at work
on at the time of his death in 1965 that
show the depth of perception into the
themes and characters of this play. His
translation was informed by these
thoughts that above all reflect a kinship
with the playwright and the play that
comes from a poet's sensitivity. He
could hear the music and has created a
translation that gives all who work on
the play, actors, director, designers,
audience, a memorable experience.

An Inspired Ohio Ballet
l

By John Gray
In times of economic austerity,
whether you're a business or an arts
organization, it helps to be small. In
dance one need only look at the recent
problems faced by such large companies
as the Pennsylvania Ballet and
American Ballet Theater to start
wondering if these organizations can
survive as the cultural dinosaurs they
seem to have become. Fortunately for
the choreographer Heinz Poll and his
tight young twenty number ensemble,
The Ohio Ballet doesn't have to worry.
Begun in 1968 as the Ohio Chamber
Ballet, an eight member student
ensemble, Poll envisioned creating an
ensemble chamber ballet company
which would act as a vehicle for his
choreography. In 1974 that vision
became a reality as the company turned
professional. Since that time, however,
Ohio Ballet has, with the help of Poll
and associate director/lighting designer
Thomas Skelton, greatly expanded
their vision. One of the best examples of
that expansion is Ohio's active
repertory which now consists of almost

thirty works, twenty by Poll himself!
The other nine range from
cheoreographers as diverse as
Balanchine and Gerald Arpino to
Merce Cunningham, Paul Taylor and
Anna Sokolow. With such a wide
diversity of material one might expect
to feel a bit schizophrenic, but such is
not the case for , as critic Anna
Kisselgoff has pointed out "Mr. Poll,
whose choreography dominates the
repertory, has been careful not to
overextend the capacitities of his
dancers." Instead the pieces serve to
challenge and inspire the dancers rather
than point out their limitations.
Poll's Fantasy in F Minor set to
music by Shubert introduces the
audience to the highly polished
technical skills of the company as well
as to Poll's OWil choreographic interest
in plotless, abstract ballets, an interest
he shares with George Balanchine.
Balanchine also represents a certain
modern trend towards abstraction,
something which is paralleled in
modern dance by Merce Cunningham's
work.

Signals (1970), staged for the Ohio
Ballet by Merce Cunningham in 1981, is
a testament to Mr. Poll's willingness to
stretch. His attitude is illustrated by a
statement made for the The New York
Times in 1979: "I'm not a purist at all
when it comes to ballet. I'm very close to
modern dance.. .! incorporate many
elements in my teaching without losing
the accuracy of classical ballet."
Amazingly enough this holds true for
Signals, a work which seems to deny
all the canons of ballet one moment, i.e.
turned in plies, raised shoulders, flexed
feet, sunken hips, off-balance, balances,
etc. and yet in the· next reaffirm them by
the precision with which one of the
dancers will execute a stdraight ballet
combination.
Such jarring juxtapositions are even
more apparent in the "music" which
consists of an ever shifting variety of
silence, nature sounds, e.g. crickets
wind, etc., and endings from
indeterminate symphonies which
sometimes overlap each other. The
sections of the dance also shift from
Continued on Pale 8
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Plans For The Gatehouse:
An Alternate Space for Art
By SheBa Bermel

Review-

James Blood Ulmer's Newest:
Back Rock, Hard to Categorize
By Dinah Gieske
Has James Blood Ulmer metamorph
ized into John McLauglin? Please, say it
am't so. Listen to Black Rock, his latest
release, and you may wonder the same
thing.
The first cut on the first side says
"fusion" all through it, and not in the
mo~t pleasing way. It's a bit peppy, a bit
poppy, and a bit psuedo-jazzy. But,
what can I say? It's Blood, and it's still
great. It still has Ulmer's characteristic
confused and amazing solo licks
running through it apd popping up like
a Monk solo in an -Elton John song.
The title cut, "Black Rock;" "Try it,

It lS afusion ofeverything. We've
reached a new plane of music.
This is funky, gutsy andpowerful
music that deserves a new category.
you'll like it, Black Rock Music," is
energized and full of a hard pressed
soul. Much like an Earth, Wind and
Fire song, though more in the jazz vein,
owing to its loose and urgent vocals.
"Moon Beam" is a boring and
unimpressive repetition of a phrase,
with no solos for even comic relief in
sight; reminiscent of a _too long Miles
Davis song where you forget he's even
on the album till he wakes you up with a
titillatingly short phrase just to remind
you. "Moon Beam's" one redeeming
factor is the haunting and pursuing

exchange between the flute and the
tenor sax.
"Family Affair" is the best song on
the albu~. Irene Datcher sings with
Blood, and her voice is clear, strong,
and fantastically moving; real and
emotionally full. The swinging easy jazz
and gospel phrases of the melody will
persist in your head.
If you don't want to get immediately
turned off the the more commercial
aspects of this album, listen to side two
first. "More Blood" - the opening cut, is
just that - lots of it, and dazzling, and
fast, too. If you like Blood, you'll like
this familiar Blood sound.
What a presence James gives us.
There's a wizardly strength that pours
and oozes through every phrase and
measure of these songs. He's a spiritual
man - and that comes out clearly not
just in his words, but in the way he
exults in the full and persistept music of
' each arrangement. Sam Sanders on
saxophone deserves mention for a hot _
and accurate sax that flies effortlessly 
along a parallel plane with Ulmer's deft,
finger flashing playing.
This is fusion , but it is no longer
fusion of the 1970's. It is a fusion of
everything. We've reached a new plane
of music. This is funky, gutsy, and
powerful music that deserves an entirely
new category for definition. But why
categorize? It's new, and categorizing
gives us an avenue to approach it on. It's
pure, its funk, it's fusion, it's disco, it's
gospel, it's be-bop, it's cool, it's avant
garde, and it's good.

Where is there a place on this campus
for students to congregate, to be social
and artistic at the same time? To share
ideas, art work, and performances? Neil
Kaplan, a VA student, is trying to get
support for a proposal for the use of the
small building, just south of the Butler
Building, known as the Gatehouse. The
plan would convert this building into a
place where students could get together
and present dance performances, films,
recitals, poetry, mixed media, and
gallery shows.
It all started as a project for Judy
Pfafrs sculpture class. Neil transformed

function both as a studentlfaaiq
'meeting place and as a showcaJt III
members of the Purchase commutriq
and its neighbors to present their wOIl
The building would be used u
follows: On the ground floor would bu
Coffee House, occupying the kitcla
and the main room. The main rOOIl
would be a space for writers to lad
their work and small ensembles rl
musicians to perform. It would be.
social I performance place. The adjaCCIII
room, which is quite large, would"
used as an alternative place for actOl\
dancers, sculptors, artists, ad
lecturers.
The upstairs has four separate roo.

We propose to establish a student run, campus wide community spacti
the now vacant lincoln Ave. Gatehouse...as a showcase for membmq
the PurchtJse community and its neighbors to present their work. _
a comer of the Experimental Lab in the
V.A. Building into a space to exhibit his
project. This was the birth of "Neil's
Gallery." Now, that same space is used
for art exhibits. Every Tuesday at 7:00
p.m., a new show opens, along with a
party of food, music, drink, and plenty
of conversation. Neil claims ..It's the
only place on campus that's happening
for the students and by the students."
So now the idea is to convert the
Gatehouse into the same type ofgallery.
A proposal will be made to the
President's Space Utilization Task
Force, with the following statement of
purpo~:

We propose 10 establish a student
run, campus wide community space in
the now vacant Lincoln Ave.
Gatehouse. The Gatehouse will serve a
dual purpose under this plan. - It will

This would become a student-curated
gallery space, with the media Ii
photography, painting, and prints.
The plan calls for students who curate
and organize the space to receive credit
for the work. Students would learn how
to operate, organize, and hang ShOWl,
Student and faculty reaction has bcea
beginning to grow. A petition is
support of the idea has been gainiq
names. One student commented, "It'.
about time there was a cozy place for
students." Another said, "We need this
,place to see through ourideas and make
them real."
The Student Union is currendy
working with Neil on the project. The
-Gatehouse plan could become a reality
by next semester, but student supportil
needed. We'll report on developmellll
as the plan progresses.

Coming Soon
Look/or
~MOVIE
..,

in the
next
issue
ofyout
college
news

Ohio Ballet
CoadDued From Pall 1

performance to performance making
each performance very different.
Songs Without - Words is also a
contemporary dance piece, but its
-"moderness" lies not with form, but
content. Heinz Poll was a dance student
growing up in Germany when the
Second World War was being waged. It
was only two years after the war that he
began his professional career. After
quickly rising to the Berlin State Opera
in East Berlin, Poll refused to attend a
Russian indoctrination meeting and
was forced to flee to West Berlin where
friends hid him until he could leave the
country. It is this period in his history
which Poll has drawn on in order to
come to grips with the Holocaust.
Songs uses a simple narrative form
beginning with a group of villagers,
children, old people, husband, wife, etc.
gathered together with their backs to
the audience. They are seen through a
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scrim making it seem as if it was another
time. A few people break from the 
group and run to a loved one as if that
person were a long lost friend _ or
relative. Silently they regroup as if in
mourning. The scrim is lifted and life
begins.
A Young Couple, gaily dressed and
obviously in love, do a duet. They're
followed by two School Girls and two
School Boys who skip rope and chase
each other around the stage. A graceful
Married Couple, well-dressed ar.d well
to-do do a waltz. A Young Man leaps
onto the stage with vigor characteristic
of youth and rolls through his fall ready
to take on the world. The young couple
re~nters again and the boy, played by
Lovis Russo, does a series of leaps and
turns around the girl, played by Judith
Dinnon. By the way they hold. each
other when they partner each other, you
CondDued GO Pall 16
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Talking With Mel Wong
By

John Gray and Fred Darsow

Mel Wong, dancer/ choreographer/
IiIual artist, was a Teaching A.ssistant
II 1M University of Californkl at Los
Angeles in 1968 when he recieved a
ItItrram from Merce Cunningham
&Sicing him to join his company in New
York. It was his experiences there that
ltd him to start choreographing his own
mulli-media works in 1970. Two years
Iller he left Cunningham to concentrate
on his own work and in 1973 he joined
the donee faculty at Purchase. Since
1975 he has led his own company,
performing most recently at the
Riverside Dance Festival. December
IIlh will mark the first appearance of
the Mel Wong Dance Company at
Purchase.
How have your experiences with;
IYlflltllJ'tics, the visUilI arts, and
MtrCe Cunningham i'4/luenced your

""*~
Gymnastics

expo~ed me to dancing
because I wanted some dance
movement for floor exercises so I
lIIrted taking ballet. As I progressed in
IYmnastics things got more
complicated and more dangerous. Also
It this time, around 15 or 16, I was
Ftting interested in girls and there were
alot of girls in ballet so .. . eventually, it
took many years, but I left gymnastics
for dance. That wasn't the only reason
though. Another thing I learned in
&YJllnastics was the discipline and the
daring. For instance, even though I
Iw1n't studied kinesiology yet, I know
that if you were gonna do a back
somersault you had better do it! When
you do a round off flip-flop you better
do it and not say"Am I going to think
about it" or "rm gonna chicken out in
the middle" because you get hurt.
How about III't~
I majored in art in college and at that
time I also started in Modem dance
while still doing ballet. The further I
went in the Visual Arts though the
weaker the correlation between art, the

creative process, and the word we use as
art, became. Art for me means a
searching out of new ideas and a finding
of new relationships with both old and .
new ideas. Since I didn't find this
happening in ballet I eventually quit
peIforming it and just did modern. But
still, on and off I would take ballet
classes because its fun sometimes and at
that time I still wanted to jump very
high and turn a lot, doing the tricks. As I ·
started choreographing I finally
dropped that because these things are
tricks and so most of what ballet is
saying doesn't really interest me.

How have the VisUilI Arts influenced
the way you see movement or the way
you choreograph!
People have written about nte saying
that I choreograph like a painter, that I
think of the dancers as colors like blue,
red, purple, yellow, green, white, black,
whatever. I personally don't think in
terms of that when I work. I usually
work very intuitively. When I was going
to art school Abstract Expressionism
was the 'thing' and what I did in
sculpture as well as painting and print
making and ceramics was just shaping
and working with forms so that one
form led to the next and I guess that's
how I choreograph . Before I
choreograph though I usually read a lot
of different kinds of books, things that
interest me at the time, from Consumer
Reports to the Bible. Any kind of thing,
comic books, anything that interests me
at that moment. From there I gather
information and then ev~ntually I get an
image and start working. I don't set
myself in working anyone way. For
example, people ask me if I draw before
I choreograph. Sometimes I do and
other times after I choreograph I draw.
Other times I draw concurrently
because I usually make drawings which
are two dimensional correlations to the
dance which is 3-dimensional plus time
and space. I get an idea that motivates

Senate Film Series
Special announcement:
Registrar Announces New
Graduation Requirement:
"...studel,,5
. submit proff of having attended at least one motion
picture 1"nC'Vl!! ) per week during the academic semester."

\
NEW SPECIAL OFFER!!!
Bring-in this ad, and get $1.00
admission to Taxi Driver and
Carney, on Dec. 10 and 11.

me and I just follow that.
statement. So you have to know what
How about your time with Merce you want to say. In the university you
Cunningham! How has that affected have the. freedom to be exposed to all of
the way you think about dance these thmgs.
movement!
Ideally that might be true but in reality a
Well I've always liked Merce's work. - situation where someone reaches out
For some reason when I was in college 1 and takes advantage of those
gave reports about Merce. I just like the opportunities seems to happen very
kinds of things he does because it's not infrequently. One of the main reasons
everyday. The things he did were being the tremendous load of work a
different from what ever else ,was dancer, or any arts student for that
happening at the time. I liked it when he matter, must carry. It seems in
went up on stage and potted a plant. retrospect as if the artists community in
Maybe that's the beginning of my New York during the sixties had an
interest in working with symbols; in easier time getting together than
other words what an object like a plant students do here ...
The sixties were a different time
comes to mean when you put it on stage
and how it affects the movement. 1 like though. When the Judson Dance
John's (.Cage) ~h~losophy, the .whole Theatre was happening the money,
Eastern Idea of livmg and art. I like the which came later with the dance boom
~ay Merce works ~ith other artists. It wasn't there yet. When the mone;
Just opened up ~ll kinds of doors and t~e started coming in 1 think the focus
way he works IS very hard. He lets hiS slowly changed. Even if some of the
dancers become who they are. It was artists aren't aware of it the emphasis
changed from experimenting to o~e of
just great working in that company.
What are your feelings on dance in the
university! Does it work!
People have written about me
1 think dance in the college is good if saying that I choreograph like a
you have the right instruction. Right
painter, that I think ofthe
instruction in that you treat dancing as
an art form and make the school a place dancers as colors.
where you can make mistakes, a place
where you can try things, a place where either forming or JOlOlOg a company
you can just work your brains out doing" right away. So now you find a lot of
what motivates you without the fear of young people who graduate from
critics or the fear of people liking or college emphasizing the business end of
disliking your work. The college should dance more than the content of the
be a place where one can soul-search 'choreography. 1 think this attitude has
and interact with music, art, philosophy also influenced the universities and
and writing students because whe.n you that's why you find this super
leave the university system it isn't so professionalism in colleges all over. The
easy to do while you're trying to pay the focus has changed from finding new
directions in what you're doing to
rent.
Hie bad points about the college or getting a job.
Society has become so specialized
university is sometimes if you can get
instruction that is behind the times which that if something goes wrong people
leaM you to think a certain way and don't 'know haw to change it and find
then you don't know exactly what's another way to survive. If you just grow
going on on the outside. Two things 1 '.potatoes and all of a sudden the
find are: right now I think the potatoes are taken away you have to
universities , are too profe~sionally figure out "what am 1 going to do." I
oriented . 1 mean it's technique, mean if you grow potatoes and carrots
technique. So many people are saying "I and cabbages and whatever you have
have to join a company when 1 get out of other things to keep whatever act you
here" so they want to be able to do have going. 1 think we have to
everything, ballet, Limon, Cunning unspecialize. That goes for thinking
ham, Graham. Well I feel you can't do too. If we think in a certain way other
that. I think it's good to be exposed to . possibilities don't happen but if we
that but eventually 1 feel the students gather information from a lot of sources
have to make a decision on what they we have a better chance of surviving and
want to do because in dancing whatever right now that'~ what concerns me.
kind of style you do it makes a You've taught here for nine years. How
statement about something. has Purchase changed over that time!
When 1 first came the students were
Cunningham is making a satement
CODtinued OD Pale 16
about something, Balanchine makes a
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4:30 p.m.
Film: FOR EXPORT ONLY: PIUS
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12:00 DOOD
Mu.ic "ecital: PROKOFIEFF QUINTET
Chamber music recital, Music Building, Recital Hall.

12:00 DOOD-l:00 p.m.
Audition.: THE NIGHT OF THE
ASSASSINS
The production will take place in the first week of April
and will be directed by Gregorio Rosenblum. The play
requires a tight ensemble of 3, two sisters, and their
brother (We are especially looking for men to play the
brother's part). Anyone interested should contact
Gregorio Rosenblum, Room 2054, Humanities, or
Karol at 251·1212. Auditions are in 2054, Humanities.

6:00 p.m.
Mu.ic Recital: BETH HA YS
Junior recital, flute. Music building. RDribIJ.hl.

7:00 p.... aDd 11:00 p.m.
Fi...: TAXI DRIVER
The Senate Film Series is proud to
Hinckley's favorite film, as part of a Jodie
double feature with Carney.

8:00 p.m.
Play: THREE SISTERS
See Thursday for details.
8:00 p ....
ORPHEUS CHAMBER ENSEMBU

Thursday 9

Guest soloist Richard Goode will perform
Piano Concerto No. 22, E Flat Major K. 482.
For the Arts. Student Rush tickets available. II
dollar, 15 minutes before curtain.

12:00 DOOD
Mu.ic recital: BRAHMS CLARINET
QUINTET

8:00 p.m.
Mu.ic recital: ALEXANDRA COOl

Chamber music recital, Music Building, Recital Hall.
Free.

12:00 DOOD
Tlae Word a. Art: BOOKWORKS
See page one. Panel discussion, with Ed Colker,
Douglas Wolf, Antonio Frasconi, and Joan Lyons, on
the state of the publication and production of
bookworks. Humanities Theater.
3:00 p.m.
Meeting: PROSPECTIVE CULTURE AND

SOCIETY MAJORS
Meeting for all Culture and Society majors, and
anyone interested in the program. Humanities
Conference Room. Refr eshments and good
conversation.

12:00 DOOD
THE WORD AS ART
See cover story. Panel discussion with Margot
Lovejoy, Howard Levy, Bob Stein, Shirley Blum,
Carol Bankerd, and Tom Gunning, in Humanities
Theater. Part of a three·day celebration of The Word
as Art.

6:00 p.m.
MEN'S FENCING
Purchase vs. Rutgers. Gym. Free admission.

6:00 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Purchase takes on Kings College. Gym. Free
admission.

8:00 p.m.
Per/onnance wee": STUDENT WORKS
See Wednesday. Another presentation of student
performances. Neil's Gallery.

8:00 p.m.
MEN'S BASKETBAll
Vs. Kings College. Gym. Free admission.
8:00 p.m.
Mu.ic recital: RAFAEL SOBOLEVSKY
Guest artist; violin recital. Music building, Recital hall.
Free.

8:00 p.m.
Film: PARK ROW
It's Journalism Night, at the International Film Series.
This special double feature begins with Sam Fuller's
Park Row, an action-packed Hollywood B-Movie at
it's best. Sam Fuller began his career as a journalist,
and this is his favorite of his own films. One Dollar.
Humanities Theater.

8:00 p.m.
Per/onnance wee": STVDENT WORKS
As part of a week-long series of performance pieces,
Neil's Gallery presents student works, at 8:00 p.m., in
the Experimental Lab of the V.A. Building.

8:00 p.m.
Play: THREE SISTERS
Opening night for the Senior Company's presentation
of Chekhov's classic. See story on page 7. Student
tickets are $3.60.
8:00 p.m.
Mu.ic recital: NELL COMPO.
Senior recital,. Oboe. Music building, recital hall.
10:00 p.m.
Film: HIS G~ FRIDA Y
Journalism night continues at the International Film
Series with Howard Hawks' comedy classic, His Girl
Friday, one of the fastest paced, wildest screwball
comedies in Hollywood history, starring Cary Grant
and Rosalind Russell as Hildy Johnson: the main
character, who Hawks changed from a man to a
woman when he did this adaptation of The Front
Page, the fatnous play upon which this film is based
(this film bejng shown in the Humanities Theater.
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Sponsored by the Purchase Chemical
Dumping on other countries products
they are made is becoming a major
environmental and consumer protection
1980's. This film is being shown in 1001,
Sciences. Producer Robert Richter will be
discuss it. "If you ever wanted to knwo
beings behave in the absence of niles, in
unregulated market, this film proVides the
(Washington Post). Refreshments will be

Junior recital, horn. Music Building. Recital

9:00 p.m.
Film: CARNEY
Gary Busey, Robbie Robertson, and Jodie
star in this 1981 film about carnival fife. A
performance by Foster. Humanities Theater.
9:00 p.m.
Performance wee": CHRIS
KNOWLES
Guest artist from New York City,
Knowles will perform in this special event as
week of performance pieces. Experimental
Building.

Saturday 11
7:08 p.m. aDd 11:00 p.m.
Film: CARNEY
See Friday for details.

8:00 p.m.
MEL WONG DANCE COMPANY
See interview with Wong on page 9. Center
Arts. Student rush tickets available for one
minutes before curtain. 253-5900 for ;...41\....

8:00 p.m.
THREE SISTERS
See Thursday 9 for details.
8:30 p.m.
Per/onnance wee": ELENA ALl:.JlAI1....
The week of events concludes with this
performance by Elena Alexander in the VA
Experimental Lab. No admission charge.
9:00 p.m.
Fibn: TAXI DIlI\IER
See Friday for details.

11

"performance. See Thursday, 9th, for details.

er Muaeu .. : CONTINUING

Wednesday 15

Saturday 18

8:88 p.m.
THREE SISTERS
See Thursday 9 for details.

7:00 aDd 10:00 p.m.
Specia' Fu... S.OIIIing:· PRINCE OF THE

8:88 p.m.
Muaic:: recita': MOZART/BEETHOVEN

PROGllAM
The Near East in French Painting, 1800
tighlights the continuing exhibits at the
Great things are happening in the Music School' and
~.It closes on December 23rd. Museum is
we want people to know about it. Come hear the
colors of Mozart and Beethoven. Program includes
Saturday and Sundays, 1-5 p.m., and
_-Thursday, 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Mozart's Piano Quintet in E/lat, KV 452, Glinka's Trio
Pathetique, Chopin's Nocturne, and Beethoven's
Piano Quintet in E flat, Opus 16. Artists include Ben
CoelhQ (bassoon), Dario Ntaca (piano), Nell Compo
(oboe), Kathy Jaensch (clarinet), Yvette Branson
(french hom). Music Building, Recital Hall. Free.

nday 13

...,.
recital: FIlANCAlX WIND QUINTET
music recital. Recital hall, Music Building.

....

___,.: GA VS IN CUBA
HiDaird, Latin American Solidarity Activist,
and member of the National Lawyers Guild,
lecture, in Room 1008. Sponsored by
. . "L..aiOIiJTI/ Bisexual Union.

8:88p.m.
MEN'S BASKETBALL Purchase vs. Kean
College. Free. Gym.
10:00 p.m.
Auditiona: THE NIGHT OF THE
ASSASSINS
See last Wednesday for details.

Thursday 16
8:00 p.m. aad 10:00 p.m.
Intemationa' Fi•• Serle.: L'ATAlANTE,

p•••
g: GA \;jLESBIAN/BISEXUAL

aesday 14
•.•.-12:30 p.m.
Arti.t: DAN GIlAHAM
artist Dan Graham appears as the
final artist in the Visiting Artist Lecture
No admission charge. Perception Lab, VA

MNm6COMMnTEEMEEnNG
should represent themselves, at the last
Committee meeting of the semester. CCN
..,.rellce Room.
.OOD

Iledta': BRASS CHAMBER MUSIC
Building, Recital Hall. No charge.

,.•.

recita': RACHEL GOLDSTEIN

recital, violin. Music Building, Recital Hall.

aDd 10:00 iJ.m.
STB£E7S
Scor5eS(!'s IVlean Streets, starring Robert
is stiU one of his grittiest, most exciting films.
i/fl»budget, and innovative, this has the feeling of an
labtanding student film. Humanities Theater. One

ZERO FOR CONDUCT
Full shows at 8:00 and 10:00 of this Jean Vigo double
feature. Vigo, one of the most magical filmmakers of
all time, died tragically young at the age of 29. He only
mad~ three films. His two masterpieces will be shown
in this special tribute. Vigo's style combines the
realism of French films of the 30's with a poetic flair for
fantasy, reminiscent of Fellini. Humanities Theater,
One Dollar.

,.ID.

. , . . .eeting: PURCHASE FESTIVAL
tREARTS
will be a meeting in the Fireside Lounge for all
interested in submitting works for the 1st
Purchase Festival of the Arts, a celebration of
talents of students and faculty from a ll divisions,
IDJding Dance, Fflm,Music, Acting, and Vis'lal Arts.

8:00 p.m.
TIt. Acting Co..peany: THE COUNTRY

WIFE
John Houseman's young company performs
Wycherly's lusty comedy about the notorious
philanderer Harry Horner. Center For the Arts.
Student Rush tickets, one dollar. (Fifteen minutes
before curtain).

8:00 p.m.
THREE SISTERS
Final performance. See las'Thursday for details.

Sunday 19
3:00p.m.
PHILHAllMONlA VIRTUOSI
Under the direction of Richard Kapp. All · six
Brandenburg Concerti will be performed. Center For
the Arts. Student rush tickets available.
8:00-10:00 p.m.
_
VIDEO WORKSHOP
Video Center workshop, where everyone can learn
how to operate expensive video equipment without
breaking it. Basement, CCS, Room 0027.

8:00p.m.
THREE SISTERS
See last Thursday for details.

Friday 17
6:00p.m.
FENCING
Men's and women's teams, both competing against
William Patterson College. Gym. Free.
7:00p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Purchase vs. Mercy College. Gym. Free admission.
7:00 aDd 10:00 p.m.
Film: PRINCE OF THE CITY
Note special times for this film showing. Sidney
Lumet's searing character study of Danny Ciello
(played brilliantly by Treat Williams) is one of the best
films made last year. In the mold of his films like
Serpico, and Dog Day Afternoon, this is a gripping
drama set in New York City. Humanities Theater.

8:00p.m.
THREE SISTERS
See Thursday 9 for details.
8:00 p.m.
PURCHASE ORCHESTRA
The Symphony Orchestra performs a pr~am
including Prokofieff's Romeo and Juliet and
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony. Jorge Mester
conducting. Center For the Arts, Theater C. Student
rush tickets available.,

BASKETBALL _
I'urdIiIe vs. SUNY New Paltz. Gym. No charge.

• CITY
Don't miss. See Friday for details.

8:30 p.m.
DANCE PERFORMANCE
Dance Lab Theater. Nancy Leffler, Glenn Schuld,
Michael Shelley, Gary Novikoff, Dee Dee Sullivan.

Ii':·
. It

I!. ~

Monday 20
NOOD

BRAHMS HORN TRIO
Chamber music recital. Music Building. Recital Hall.

8:00p.m.
Mu.ic Recita': THE RAVEL STRING
QUARTET
Chamber music. Recital Hall, Music Building. Free.
10:00 p.m.
GAY/LESBIAN/BISEXUAL UNION
MEETING
Fireside lounge. CCN. All are welcome.
Chri.tma. "acatioD?
A WEEK OF SUMMER WEATHER IN
JANUARY
Student Activities, in conjunction with West Rochelle
Travel Agency, is sponsoring an 8 day, 7 night
vacation trip. Make reservations now. Trips are to
Cancun, Mexico (January 9·16), Montego Bay,
Jamaica (January ~15), and Nassau (January 9·16).
Students, staff, faculty, family, and friends are
welcome. For more information, stop by Student
Activities Office.

Tuesday 21
8:00 aDd 10:00 p.m.
Fi'm: WOMEN IN LOVE
This popular version of D.H. Lawrence's novel was
directed by Ken Russell. Humanities Theater.

.;.ii-.

8:00p.m.
Mu.ic recital! NOELLE FACTOR
Senior reCital, Violin. Music Building, ReCital Hall.
Free.
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Sports
Archers Shoot to the Top
In First Tournament
the Collegiate Division, the use of
recurve bows, simple sights and finger
releasing of arrows. The compound .
bows, mechanical releases, and
telescopic sights are inappropriate.
"It is a beautiful sport to watch," said
Dr. Campbell, "The sport is graceful,
elegant, romantic, and highly technical.
Almost everyone as a child has
fantasized playing cowboys and Indians
or hunting big game in the woods.
Interestingly, the first tournaments held
in the U.S. were for women only. It is
felt that tournament shooting was for

The newly formed Archery team has
started the indoor season with a bang!
The men's team took first place in
Nassau Bowmen Collegiate Invitational
Tournament. They defeated several
more established teams such as:
Columbia, Lehman, Baruch, and
Barnard. This is a miraculous feat for a
group of mean who have been ·
practicing only 3H weeks and are
inexperienced archers. Dr. Campbell
said, "I knew we had a nucleus of
potentially fine men shooters but I
never suspected we would establish
ourselves as possibly the number 2
collegiate team in the Metropolitan area
so soon, as this was done with inferior
equipment. The rewarding part of
winning the tournament was the
remarks made by other coaches. We
were the best dressed, most aggressive
and most athletic looking team in the
tournament. Th.llt is a revelation for
Purchase."
Eugene Andreassi shot the second
highest score in the tournament with
481 points out of a perfect 600. Jamie
Jones posted 453 with "Chip"
Abbadessa scoring 325, and John
Volpicella shooting 332.
The tournament consists of shooting
50 arrows at a 40 cm target from a
distance of 18 meters. The National
Archery Association rules require, for

,

The sport is graceful, elegant,
romantic, and highly techincal...
it is a beautiful sport to watch.
women and hunting game was for the
men. Now, we sponsor men, women,
and mixed teams. However, at the
moment, we · are looking for more
women to join the team. This way we
could challenge the City colleges in all
three categories.
The next tournament is Sunday,
December 5th, at the Toxophilites In
Conservation Society in Brooklyn. Five
shooters will be participating in the
Collegiate Division. Hopefully, the first
tournament jitters are gone.

Bask'etball on the Rebound
Photo by Brenda McMahon
Coach Art·ie Epstein is the man behind the scenes. The men and WOIlltl
basketball teams are both off to promising starts. The women's team won two
their first three games, including a thrilling 43-42 comeback victory og.
Lehman College. The team shows very good defensive strength. The Men's tttlll
packed the Purchase gymnasium last week, and beat Rutgers by a 63-57 SCOTt.

Shop
CREAtiVEly
FOR EVERY01)E
$14.95 and Under ...
('~
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$15.00 Up To $49.95
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150 Art Books ($2.50)
Magnifiers ($3.95-$14.95)
A Calligraphy Set ($7.95)
Muppet Clay Set ($12.95)
BOil or Acrylic Set ($9.95)
C Slikscreen Set ($14.95)
Childs Easel ($14.95)
Sketch Pen ($13.95)
E Photo Frames ($4.95-$14.95)
And Much, Much Morel

o

Art Sampler Kit ($16.95 & $29.95)
011 or Acrylic Sets ($25.50 & $46.95)
F Deluxe Caligrapliy Set ($19.95)
Brush Sets ($19.95, $24.95 & $29.95)
Slikscreen Sets ($29.95 & $39.95)
G Airbrush Kits ($35.95 & $49.95)
Electric Pencil Sharpener ($24.95)
Posters ($17.95-$47.50)
H lamps ($29.95)
Koh-i-Noor 7-Pen Set ($42.50)
And Much Much More!

$50.00 And UP ...
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Milford Wood Table ($127.50 Plus Free Stool)
Lolly Chrome Base Table ($169.95 Plus Free lamp)
Acrylic Sets ($6.9.50 & $79.95)
Drafting Machines ($178.00 to $489.00)
J Mont Blanc Pens ($79.50, $150.00 & $250.00)
K Presentation Binders (up to $89.95)
L Airlift Chairs ($159.95 to $379.95)
Art Directors lamp ($99.00)
And Much, Much More!

When In Doubt ... Give a Koenig Gift Certificate!
8

White Plains
Galleria Mall 997-1998
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Theater X

Is.

Creative writing, drawings, photography, poetry, and
whatever else you can think up. Deadlines for submissions
for next issue is Monday, December 13th
•

A Dream Story
By Lenny Luber

fhe following story is a aream, a fantasy.
"""'blance to real people is purely coincidental.

•••

3:24 a.m. I am awakened by a blast of creativity. A

fb beyond all other plots. My girlfriend releases a

iInn groan as I sit erect in my bed. For once I know
teheginning, middle and end of an amazing tale of
~,life andunearthly happenings. All this. and yet
imple plot involving no more than two characters
III several oblong lampshades. She asks me why
fill awake. I stare in the dark at mental images that
If crystalline clear in front of the silent space that
mounds my fragile humanoid shell. Then.
without much warning, the first problem enters my
_ ..EQUIPMENTI? That's right. ..EQUIPMENT
_where can I get EQUIPMENT??? The word
.11ed in my mouth, until at last I was surrounded
., a whirlwind of alphaetical characters. Brilliant
mIors encompassed me, and as my girlfriend silently
lDIled ovtt...the ominous words of wisdom formed
ill lite forefront of my brain... as I read the words to
mystlf in a baritone voice, (apparently altered by
IIIDt strange electronic EQUIPMENT) there's that
fiord again! aided by reading aloud the
syllables...the voice said, "Center for Instructional
Iaooas." The chilling voice had me shaking for a
IIIGment, but soon I realized that these were ·none
odacr than words of wisdom meant to aid in the
production of my amazing tale of love, life and
UDWthly happenings. I was fast asleep only
moments after a visit to my dormitory restroom.
2:27 p.m. The next day, I spoke with several
campus mystics about my experience. These people
had heard of the words, "Center for Instructional
Iaources"... in fact they referred to it as C.I.R. I
adopted this abbreviation for the purpose of typing
dria story before next week. I traveled for many
minutes along miles of brick horizons in search of
Ibis "C.I.R." and encountered a Buddhist priest who '
pided me to the building of Humanities. An
appropriate place, I felt, due to the fact that the film I
planned to make with EQUIPMENT borrowed
from C.I.R. was certainly going to be of some benefit
10 humanity. I climbed the stairs to the third floor. I
looked at many females. I drank water from a
fountain. I soon reached the door of the "Center for
Instructional Resources." I readied my finest sinile
and cocked my handshake. I opened the door
mnembering the visions of the night before. I knew I
was in the right place. The very moment the door
opened I heard a vile human sound. It sounded like
lOIIle bones being crushed, but instead I was greeted
by a woman named Rita. Apparently a 16mm
projector Was playing Night and Fog in the
background. She did not smile, instead said rather
abruptly. "NO...whatever it is... NO... I'm very sorry,
but I can't help you, and we're very busy here so
please leave because the answer is NO, NO, NOI"
Apparently she was mistaken about my identity. She
must have confused me with someone she didn't like
wry much. I was considering returning the mistake,
bul the word "EQUIPMENT" kept blinking in my
bead, so I attempted to make myself clear. I began
with the dream of the lampshades, and then moved
OIl to tell Rita of my journey to C.I.R. and the
mystics and priests I had encoun tered along the way.
But to my surprise, she was frothing at the mouth,
which I naturally assumed was her subtle way of
introducing her next verbal patterns. She exploded,
"I don't think you quite understand." I interrupted,
"Ob, but I do. I seek your help in the production of a
project vital to my learning experience. All I need is
lOIDe equipment. I am well trained in the use of 12
inch and Ii inch video. I understand the principles
behind the vidicon tube as well as being fully aware
or how the circuitry in most video units function. I

have been working in video for seven years and
l6mm for three years. I have work~d with master
editors such as Arsham, directors such as Rubin (see
this month's American Film) and video artists such
as Keppel. I'll need the video deck for approxiQlately
one hour, and I'm prepared to leave a deposit of
$ 1,000 to insure that I will be held responsible for the
EQUIPMENT. What do you say, Rita? "We don't
have any equipment," she stuttered. In fact, she was
lying. The priest had previously worked for C.I.R.
and told me that the C.I.R. storerooms were literally
exploding with an overload of EQUIPMENT. He
told stories of the staff using video EQuiPMENT on
their home televisions. The priest went on to say that
after having worked there for several years he finally
left when Rita (who by now was warped with disgust
at how long an aside I have taken) refused to lend the
priest a piece of lens tissue. I decided to take a chance.
I ran past Rita, snatching a key marked Storeroom
off her desk. As I ran down the hall, I read the room
number marked· on the key. At first Rita just said,
"Oy.. " but soon afterwards was in hot pursuit. I
found the room. slipped the key in, and as I turned
the lock, Rita was upon me like the plague. I
stdruggled to find the light switch, and making sure

to protect my precious organs, I shed some light on
the situation, simultaneously shedding some light
on...yes, as I suspected ... EQUIPMENT. I flung Rita
over my head and into the storeroom. She smashed
into a row of Kodak Ekatagraph Slide Projectors and
plummeted into a small assortment of video
monitors which caused an Arriflex to collide with a
Singer Graphlex animation stand. Now thirsty for
blood, (and from the look on her face, I could guess
whose) Rita picked herself off the scum-ridden floor
and placed her fingers carefully around a 400 foot
Zeiss zoom lens. In an instant the lens was sailing in
the direction of my cranium. Unable to move, I was
careened on the nasal cone, and in a last desparate
attempt at survival. I took a $4,000 VHS camera and
flung it healthily in the direction of Rita's
esophagus. At the moment of impact, just as the thin
layers of her flesh were being tom, I found myuself
back in the warmth of my girlfriend's embrace. It
was all just a dream ... but what a dream it was ... and
what a plot it would make. All I would need would
be t~o characters and several oblong would I get the
. EQUIPMENT??? The word swelled in my mouth,
until at last I was surrounded by a whirlwind of
alpha...

Editorial Notice:
T he Load has been accused of
poor taste for a cartoon published
in the last issue. Well, you should
see the stuff we don't print. Here's
an example:
Dear Editon:

I am writiDl to teD how important the article "Inceat
and Bestiality" is to me. I couldn't believe someone put
into words what I beliewcl allaloDl- that we have the
right to make love however we choose without having
backwards taboos making us feel guilty.
My experience is as follows. I taught our pet dog to
eat dog food which I spread on my vagina. I ioved my
dog and in making love to him I used more
discrimination tba.n a lot of students who just sleep
with anyone. He got erections, but flinched away when
I tried to get him in me. (I always put saran wrap over
my vagina so he wouldn't give me any kind of dog
V.D.) I was young and sometimes felt guilty. I
showered after animal sex not just to wash off the dog
food, but to wash away my guilty feelings. When I
came to Purchase I stopped sex - obviously, no pets
allowed in the dorms. But reading your article
encouraged me to feel proud, not guilty, about what I
do.

~""SSI""

I even told my boyfriend about it and he
understands, because he had a similar experience. His
family lives in southern California where sea I
anemones grow on rocks at the edge of the beach.
Anemones close tight around your finger if you stick
your finger in one. He was arrested for indecent
exposure by police who were patrolling the shore
looking for illegal campers at night. The police caught
him with his penis in an anemone. He was wearing a
rubber so the anemone's juices wouldn't digest his
penis. He ended up having to see a psychiatrist who did
more harm than good by making him believe there was
an "underlying problem" that made him do this
supposedly horrible thing.
Both me and my boyfriend thank you for your
courageous article which encourages us to feel good
about our natural desires.
Sincerely,
Anonymous

a. D. M. F. 5.0.B.

SMrr/.l
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Jan Halaska's World
photos by Jan Halaska
New York, Paris, Moscow, Stockholm
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Mel Wong
Continued From Pale 9

very inquisitive. A lot of art students
would work with the dance students, a
lot more than now it seems. Of course at
that time the dance department was not
as strong technically I think as it is now.
Therefore a lot of the students who were
not technically strong and weren't
chosen for certain pieces started to
choreograph and develop something
very unique. As the school progressed
though the students seemed to need
more direction, they were more afraid
to do things. This year maybe it's
changing again.
Do you think this might be a sign tht the
energy which was lost during the
seventies is being revitalized'!
Could be. I asked one of the freshmen
dance students about this and they said
"we're the products of the sixties," in
other words their parents grew up in the
sixties and I can't help wondering if
their parents haven't influenced them in
a certain way of thinking, maybe just a
little bit.
You're both an active choreographer
and a teacher. What problems and what
advantages does this dual role pose Jor
you'!
I like teaching in that I get to expose
the students to what concerns me, like
how I feel about the world and about
art. That's the positive side. I don't
think there's realy a negative side to
teaching it's just that I teach too much
and it takes away from my work. I have
to teach a lot because I can't get that
much support for my work. I can't make
a livelihood through my art. But even if
I could make a livelihood through my
company, I would still have to teach
because the movement is always
changing and the ideas are always
changing. I just wouldn't teach as much.
What are your thoughts on the role oj
the critic in judging dance'! Do you
think they Ju/jill it'! In other words what
do you think their responsibility is in
terms oj ·viewing and writing about
movement'!
The critics can be whatever they want
but sometimes I feel they should be
more open and do some research to get
exposed to the kind of ideas and
aesthetics that a given choreographer is
working on so that they can come' to a
conclusion based not on whether or not
they're a baUet critic or a post-modern
critic but more upon the work itself.
So you're mying that they should know
the right criteria Jor what they are
Judging ...
They should be open enough to know
when somebody has been working on
work for ten years it is serious, that
artist isn't trying to put you on. Maybe
the critic is supposed to represent the
status quo though ... then maybe it's
fine to say what they want. Sometimes
the critics fall into the same trap as
choreographers in that they become
trendy and begin to all say the same
thing which might make it difficult for

the individual critic to really probe and
say what they feel. Also, a critic writes a
criticism but the artist can't write a
criticism on the critic, can they?
Why not'! IJ Barnet Newman could do it
in art why can't dancers do it in dance'!
Probably because they d~'t have the
time or the interest. Also, it's hard to
have the means. But that could be
interesting if an artist could or would
respond to criticism of a given work and
say "you're right, you're not right" and
"this is how I feel ..."
Do you think that dance can bring
about political change '!
It can help, sure. Wasn't Judson sort
of a political change. Somewhere in art
it is politcal. For example new art which
says something like "hey, hey listen to
this, there's another way to view this."
In that sense it is political. I've said a lot
of political things in my work.

Ohio Ballet
Continued From Pale 8

One last question. Howard Stein
introduced an interesting way oj
thinking about art to me and I was just
wondering what you'd think oj it. He
describes two parallel avenues or paths
which an artist might take using the
images oj a mirror and a IIImp. The
mirror, he mys, would represent an art
which only reflects what society wants
to see. The lamp on the other hand
would illuminate and elUlble us to see
things in new ways. Which would you
rather be, the mirror or the IIImp'!
The lamp! I want to illuminate. I
want to expose people to another way of
thinking about thins that interest me.
For instance I feel that there's been a
moral decline in society and that people
need to work together. Also, I'm very
interested in spiritual things, energies
and forces from another world if you
may, another realm, another force that·
we have yet to understand. Are we going
to have a holocaust? It seems as if we're
going in that direction. Each one of us
has to consider and understand what
others are thinking. Give a little, take a
little and try to work together. That's
the major concern in my work.

can tell how close they are. As they
finish, though, the stage slowly darkens
on them.
Bright lights light up the stage for the
school children and they don't seem to
sense the. coming darkness. Jane
Startzman, as the Wife, waits
expectantly in a blue light for her
husband. He joins her finally but
another Woman in a red dress enters
after him. He gets more and more
intimate while the Wife languishes
behind. Her anguish is revealed by

repeated contractiom and tremblinl
bovrees. She lingers alone.
Suddenly, the ensemble runs on and
offstage as if in a panic. The Younl
Man, Miguel Romero, does a frenetic
solo as if to say, "where can I go?" The
ensemble forms a circle which moves
quicker until it comes together. The
scrim falls like a net and they fall withiL
Blackout
In a short fourteen years, Heinz PoD
has taken a student ensemble and made
it into a contender giving vivid proof
that regional dance is indeed alive aDd
well in Akron, Ohio.

Word as Art

class are advanced and have skills ill
. ContIDue4 ~om pap 1 .
comfortable. wi!b the press, or with a etching, or silkscre~ning. The point fI
camera. I dldn t when I was young. I the class is to make books that III
was trained to be a painter, or an visuaUy exciting. We've often invited
engraver.
poets from other divisions, and alW
Let'. tlllle ""out ~ art thparttMnt them to take Antonio's class.
lise, tmd It. "IatIOII to work art.
Lovejoy: Perhaps one thing tbat
Of course, we should start with might seem interesting w~uld be to state
Antonio (Fruconi's) class. Antonio, how many of our faculty are maq
who is a much loved member of our books, because many ofthem arc. Edi
division, has for many yean taught The making books, Antonio, of coUJ'lt,
. Art of the Book. He thinks in' serial Larry Bach has just received a grant 10
images, in terms of wanting to express. do one, I've done books, Warm
ideas in word forms, as weU as visual Lehrer ... they're all doing books. In.
forms. Of course, part of the idea of sense we're just discovering how mUJ
making a book is how you're going to of us are interested - I didn't know thai
reproduce it. Since Antonio is a Warren was making books, until "
printmaker, it seemed a natural offering started this. We've been finding out thai
was rooted in a rebellion against the
. for his class. AU of the students in his we're closet bookmakers!
ContIDue4 From Pale 6
System and bourgeois industry. But, as
Christgau pointed out, "Sometimes
"Rumours."
what's good for the corporation is good
In the late 1970's, however, the
for the art." Relating this to Punk
audience once again gains control of
Rock, prompting the industry to devise . music, the "individualistic romantic
ContlDue4 from Pale 6
new ways to capitalize off the new music · :artist" identity the Punk musician has,
would like to accomplish is to "mobilize
had to compromise in order to achieve a accident; 6) Based on the legend that "if the campus as a whole atone time." It is,
. This new music consisted of Disco on
saleable sound. This compromising of everyone in Harrison jumped up and however, very difficult to put the
the one hand and Punk on the other.
Disco's popUlarity was based on the . individualism, instead of achieving an landed at the same time, Port Chester silliness aside. The primary motivatiq
insincere music, produced a finer sound . would faU into the ocean," the B-1 force behind all of these conceptual
fantastic rapidity of audience
taking into consideration both what the Foundation would like to extend into pieces is "to have fun without breakilll
consumptron or "consumption
audience could understand and the the whole of Harrison and coordinate a any rules." When I asked for I
.awareness." With this background,
personal view of the Punk musician.
mass jump at a designated time.
Disco worked within the capitalist
summation which would be appropriate
Putting the silliness aside for this article, there was only Ollt
After the lecture, Christgau answered
system, attaining trememdous public
temporarily, what the B-1 Foundation answer, "We love colle$C."
questions from the audience.
support by doing so. Punk, however,

Christgan

Dorm Party
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Viewpoints
nate Talk

how we should respond to the change in the New York '
State drinking la ware now up for debate, suggestions,
and discussion. These are far from piddling little
student gov~nment votes. These are real live issues
affecting everyone on campus. And, I might add, for
all you DEO and Continuing Education people who
feel like you are separate from us, and never the two
shall meet ... watch out.
What of the future? There is a tremendous belief on
this
campus, and it is somewhat grounded, that Senate
turmoil has ceased, the ground has stopped
the smoke has cleared, the dust has settled meetings are long, boring, and dull. I would like to
fact, the issues have been clarified. Phil avocate the other side adamantly. The 1982 Senate is
liiutein's impeachment was an uncomfortable relatively exciting. The meetings don't usualIy run
over 2 hours unless there's a reaIly hot debate. In the
for both the old and new Senate.
However, life does go on. Purchase has a number of time it would take you to see a feature film, you could
important proposals and issues with which to

Elizabeth Gross
Student Senate

Awelcome is extended to the new Student Senators:
Zambarano, A/ B Wing; Paul Sternglass, VA;
Williams, New Apartments; Adam Thinger,
At Large; Brian Schmitt, Humanities; Nancy
Social Sciences; Henry Matthews, Old
.J.,.fJInments; Janet Biblin, C/ D Wing; Heidi Fried,
Wing: David Schwartz, Theater/ Film; Jesse
Dorms at large; Andrea Carty, DEO; Larry
Commuter; Marianne Christopher, Natural

These are far from piddling little student
government votes. These are real live issues...

obtain a better understanding of your school. In fact,
for you dorm dwelIers, in the time you spend going out
for fire drills, you could be an informed campus
community member.
We are reviewing your teachers. Setting your
policies, discussing your campus. And it's all
a'SdilttsJAnd a special welcome to Allison Mahoney, happening Mondays at 4:45 p.m. in the Conference
Executive Vice President. In addition to being Room at CCN. Come, and watch yourself be
smart, and less confused than the rest of us, she represented. Even better, represent yourself.
and we hope to see her continuing
If you are feeling particularly good, bad, or
i.~ment in the years to come.
indifferent, the following positions are open and
'I1Iia will be an extremely important year for the appointments are being made for Dance, L & S
The formation of the AIl Campus Senate and Undeclared, and Commuter seats.

- -~ok Focus
By David Schwartz
..4 Lovtr's Discourse. Fragments. By Roland

Janhcs. Farrar.

Straus. and Giroux. New York.

1918. $6.95 paperback.

•••

"your heart with it as full as it will hold and when

."filled with it. serenely filled with it. call it what
happiness. heart. love. God. I have no words
Feeling is everything. Words are just sound and
bedimming the lights of heaven.
-FaUlt, Act I, Scene 16, Goethe's Faust

Wy... it appears increasingly more difficult to
CtIItCtive a system of images and objects whose
lipifieds can exist independently of language ...
-Roland Barthes, Elements of Semiology

old convention which decides the order of our
alphabet."
The figures are composed of personal observations,
anecdotes from friends, literary and philosophical
references which invoke Freud, Zen, Plato, Gide,
Nietzsche, etc. The writing is all first person; the
discourse opens "So it is
lover who speaks and
says ... "
The lover "says" to himself. Being in love creates an
internal language, which has little to do with the
words, often mundane, exchanged between lovers.
To know that one does not writefor the other. to know
that these things I am going to write will never cause
me to be loved by the one I love.
Of course, love is experienced privately, internalIy.
But Barthes does not deny the importance of twoness.
("No one wants to speak of love unless it is for
someone.") He uses the phrase "the other" to stand for
the object of the lover's deSire. There is the lover. and
the other. and they are very different.

a

. The subject is the lover - the workings of a
Abltnce. affirmation. coeur. inconnaissable. je lover's mind, furiously darting from though
signes. suicide. union. vouloir-saisir; A Lover's to thought, in an emotional, intuitive 'discourse.'

r-.

,.."", is comprised of 80 figures. or fragments.
loIand Barthes, the late, famed French critic
jIJIilOlOpher-semiotician has found an evocative
. . . of using linguistic analysis to shed light on a
dirt, torrential subject. The subject is the lover - the
wortiDp of a lover's mind, furiously darting from
.....t to thought, in an emotional, intuitive
'Ikoune: which, as the above passage from Fause
idicatcs, may seem a discourse beyond words.
It II not Faust, though, but another Goethe hero,
Watber, the chronicler of love, who Barthes cites
hquently throughout the book.
rmlrtr is in love. he creates meaning. always and
".-ywlttre. out of nothing. and it is meaning which
HI /rim: he is in the crucible of meaning.
Ub Werther, in his first person account of a tragic
1M, Barthes feverishly looks for meaning in images,
fIlUI'a, sounds, objects, and associations. His book
iajoumey into a "crucible of meaning" where the
• Oest things; a telephone call, a missed
appointment, a search for a proper gift, a glance, a
lauCh. an utterance, aU become significant, to a subject
IIriviDa to obtain their object of desire.
8utbes' fint triumph is to find a structure with
Ibich to approach his task. The discourse here is non
IlDltive. It is made up of the asides, the soliloquys,
III fJecting thoughts "which accompany this story
Iithout ever knowing it." In order to maintain this
... of randomness, Barthes has taken his 80 figures
ad arranged them in dictionary fashion "by the age-

Am I in love? Yes- since rm waiting. The other never
waits. Sometimes I want to play the part of the one
who doesn't wait; I try to busy mys.e/f elsewhere. to
arrive late. but I always lose at this game.
Barthes questions whether the other can truly fulfill
one's desires. "I am searching the other's body, as if I
wanted to see what was inside it, as if the mechanical
cause of my desire were in the adverse body." Much of
the book is concerned with stripping away cliches, and
concepts from mass culture, to get at what we really
mean when we think about love.
Mass culture is a machine for showing desire. Here is
what must interest you. it says. as ifit guessed that men
are incapable offinding what to desire themselves.
In the process of stripping iJlusions, Barthes heads
clearly towards a conclusion which is at first cynical,
but ultim.ately part of an uplifting affirmation of love .
It is a conclusion based on the feeling that true love is
not attainable, that rather than knowing love, we must
understand the lover's discourse, and realize "isn't
desire always the same, whether the object ofis present
or absent? Isn't the Object always absent?"
The lover's discourse, to Barthes, is more present,
less intractable, than a love relationship. Here is his
description of rencontre. a figure translated as
"encounter," with t}le heading "How blue the sky
was."
CODtiDUed OD
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Editorial-

Our Right To Offend

He (A reporter) can see only through his eyes. and
he can weigh conflicting evidence only in the
balance of his own judgement. The judgement
may be better in some men than in others. but in
none is it completely unbiased."

-H.L. Mencken
Voltaire once said "I may not agree with what
you say, but I'll defend to your death your right to
say it." Such a sentiment may seem old
fashioned, but from time to time, the editorial
conscience of a newspaper is tested when readers
are offended by something that appears in print.
A cartoon in our last issue, meant as a playful
jest on DaVinci's "Last Supper" offended many.
Christ was replaced by a nude female, who was
saying "Take, eat, this is my body." We printed
the cartoon, finding it to be playful in its intent,
and feeling that it was appropriate for Theater X,
the "creative" section of our paper. The cartoon
elicited much response, some of which is printed
on the Letters page. A number of people wrote to
President Grebstein. Some questioned our taste
and judgement. Some questioned our eligibility
to receive funding without having material pre
screened by faculty. The nastiest letter, from a
Reverend, threatened "legal action" unless we
"come to our senses," and demanded an apology.
It is important to separate the responses. To
those who questioned our judgement, and taste,
we apologize to those we offended. But we won't
apologize to those who questioned our right to
print the cartoon. As a newspaper, we are free to
print what we please. We respect the opinions of
people who feel we made a lapse of judgement.
(We do, though, feel that the cartoon, intended as
a joke, caused a reflex reaction in many).
We hope to, in these pages, present a wide,
stimulating range of' ideas, of images. A
newspaper's function is to get people thinking. A
free exchange of ideas is crucial. Hopefully,
though, we will have the judgement to not publish
what has little but offensive value. But the
deciding factor must be our judgement, our
conscience, and not a question of what we are
"allowed" to print.
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Letters
.A Response To Jan Halaska
Editor of The Load;
This is a response to Mr. Halaska.
rm an American and am patriotic, but my
patriotism is not a blind love for the land that seems to
provide so much for you. In reading your articles and
mainly your last interview with William Buckley I've
come to resent your consistent and incessant
beleaguering of what you call unappreciatve
Americans. It seems to me that those of who criticise
America, our homeland, are performing the same duty
and action that you did in your homeland: trying to
make it a bettter place to live. It escapes me why you
want us not to do exactly what you spent your life
doing and still do as a self-imposed exile. Just because
our country might offer a greater amount of freedom
than yours does not mean we should love it or live in it
blindly. In fact it is our sworn constitutional
obligation to attempt change for the better. So when
Bill Buckley calls us "trendy leftists" that are" Anti
American" I would beg to differ and say we are trying
to make this place more just and more honest.
Bram Gunther

To Buckley, From A Liberal
To the Editor:
I really enjoyed reading Jan Halaska's "Interview
With William E. Buckley" in your last issue. It was at
once timely, provocative and a little disturbing, the
kind of stuff I like to see in The Load. However, I feel
compelled to comment on one of Mr. Buckley's more
inflammatory remarks.
In trying to explain to Mr. Halaska why many
American citizens don't seem patriotic, Mr. Buckley ·
stated, .... .it is also correct that many Americans are
influenced by a trendy Leftism \vhich tends to be anti
American. "
Well, Leftism certainly is trendy these days; fear of
nuclear war and cancerous chemical waste dumps has
a. way of radicalizing people. But an important
distinction needs to be made here: this trendy Leftism
tends to be anti-American-political/ military /
industrial complex, not anti-American.
On the contrary, this trendy Leftism is deeply
embedded in the most basic of American values; we're
talking free spech, rights to privacy, pursuit of
happiness, the right to grow up in a healthy world,
equal rights for all and the desire for peace.
Trendy Leftism (a.k.a. Authentic American Ideals)
is catching on because people are seeing the
inconsistency between American ideals and American
government activities at home and a broad. The fear of
nuclear devastation in particular has brought this
paradox to the forefront of what little political
conciousness Americans have.
Mr. Halaska is correct in saying that many
Americans take their freedom for granted.
Fortunately, attempt by Mr: Buckley and by the
Reagan establishment to cast the adherents of trendy
Leftism as anti-American and even Communist
inspired serve mainly to wake people up to the
dangerous hypocrisy of neoconservativism.
Sincerely
Mandy Haas

slate, to be objective. There is no objectivity; there is
no true journalism.
The Load has realized these simple facts. You guys
don't even make the slightest effort to be objective.
Your publication is a load of individqal's opinions. I
commend your rational approach.
But I do have one question, though. Why is.only one
of your pages entitled "Viewpoints "?
Peter Shmigel

The Good Wang of DiGioia
Dear Editor-in-Chief,
I would like to make a slight addition to your rview
of The Good Persono!Setzuan. Iagree with you 100%
on all the points you made about the show. It was
wonderful - in both the acting and design/ tech areas,
but you failed to mention one actor who, I believe, did
a terrific job that should be recognized. This actor is
Michael Di Gioia who portrayed Wang the water
seller. His performance is one of the best I've seen here
at Purchase and his voice is beautiful, his song was one
of the highlights of the show for me.
I just thought this should be said.
Thank you,
Susan Rae

Beware, Ye Load of Sinners!
Dear Mr. Schwartz,
I express the outrage of people of the Christian faith
- not to mention Roman Catholics - at the insensitive
and obscene cartoon published in the November 17th
issue of The Load.
Eileen Arnow, who is responsible for this offensive
item, should be held accountable by you and yourstaff
for this insulting and irreverent use of Sacred
Scripture to vilify the religious belief and practice of
people everywhere.
The least that you, as Editor-in-Chief of this
publication, can do is offer an apology to people who
are sickened by this violation of their religious
convictions. To permit this kind of hurtful obscenity
to pass, without some corrective measure taken, will
lead people to demand that legal action be instituted to
bring you to your senses.
Yours truly,
Rev. Msgr. Patrick Sheridan
Episcopal Vicar of Central Westchester

A Tradition of Bad Taste
To the Editor;
Several years ago The Load used the context
Last Supper to break new ground in the area of
taste. As I have been away the last two years, I
say whether this has become an annual event
whether. the current work by Mrs. Arnow repral
an independent creative effort. But whether or
inspired by earlier endeavors, Ms. Arnow
kept the flame of bad taste burning brightly.
Thomas E. Do••
Professor of Soci~

An Offensive Supper
Dear Editor and Eileen Arnow: '
I was disturbed by the cartoon of "The Last
in The Load of November 17th depicting the ~
when Christ instituted the Eucharist before He
a moment of major religious importance to
Christians.
Whatever message was intended should have
portrayed in a less offensive and tasteless way.
Audrey

The Artist Responds
To The Editor:
This is in response to the letters received whichtoal
offence at my cartoon in the last issue of The Load.
in no way meant to insult Christian beliefs
traditions, or the issue of Woman's rights. It
primarily a jest on Leonardi DaVinci's "Last SUPl""'_
To understand my viewpoint, I'll explain how
cartoon evolved. One day I made cookies for
apartment mates with the note, "Take, eat."
automatically I added, "this is my body." TIa
decided to put a nude doodle of myself on the·
as a little joke. Since no one in my apartal
understood the cartoon, but thought it was a
idea, I decided to elaborate on it. Since a lot of
enjoyed it, I decided to submit itto The Load.
to make a successful cartoon, it is necessary
exaggerate. I apologize to any groups that
offended.
j
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Thanks, But ·Which Organ?
Dear Editor,
Just a quick note to tell you that many of us are
pleasantly surprised at the quality of The Load this
year. The editorials and articles seem appropriate for a
college newspaper. More importantly, the paper seems
balanced and well edited.
.
Congratulations to you all. It's an important
campus organ.
Alfred Hunt
. Dean for Lower Division

The Objective of Objectivity
Dear Editors,
A friend once told me, "The objective perspective is
the key to truejournalism." Ithink my friend may have
been drunk at the time ofour conversation.
The journalist's effort to be objective is a farce. No
person can hope to rise above his or her biases and
ideologies, and suddenly find themselves to be a clean
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tes on the Persistence
IUumination
Ed Colker
of Visual Arts
article is from the catalog for "New York Landscape," an exhibition
SUNY poets and painters.
the artist illuminating a poem, or a poet interpreting in image, the
risk and constant concern are whether the viewer/reader's own
are being intruded upon. However, the spirit of the "livre
and portfolio forms, when conceived in sensitivity and respect,
to express the finest qualities of "illumination" in its best sense:
mood and occasion, heightening redolence, and thus assuring the
experience be even more memorable.
study Surrealism: The Road to the Absolute, published in 1959, Anna
, professor of French at New York University observed: "Since the
of Baudelaire, poetry in France his been gradually severing its
IM_tions with the rest of literature. It linked its fate with art, and the two
began to encroach on the domain of philosophy." .,
, the response of painters and poets to each other found its
expression in France, where in 1869, Sonnets et Eaux Fortes,
and etchings, appeared with unique contributions by Co rot, Manet,
Victor Hugo (an etching!). Perhaps the first and finest modem painter
edition, Parallelement, with text by Verlain and lithographs drawn by
was brought to life in 1900 by the indefatigable Ambroise Vollard.
jOint works were to follow in a great flowering of which Picasso/
1931). Matisse/Malarme (1932), Maillol/Ovid (1935). Picasso/illiazd
Matisse-Jazz (1947) and Miro/Tzara (1948) are but a few initiated
ilMMively by publishers Skira, Gonin Freres, lIiazd, Teriade, Maeght, and
c Vollard.
United States, friendships among artists and poets found form, as
Demuth's 1928 painting I Saw the Figure Five in Gold with its
of Bill, Carlo and W.C.W. for the poet William Carlos Williams.
braaed by the engraver S.W. Hayter's presence in New York (an
sparked by emigres Duchamp, Breton, Ernst, Masson), Peter
and colleagues began a pioneer undertaking in 1951: the portfolio 21
and Poems which featured plates of the artist's image with text in
of the poet (no typography). This arduous task of collaboration
almost a decade to complete and contains rare works by Franz
Frank O'Hara) and Willem de Kooning (for Harold Rosenberg).
du Plessix Gray organized a noble effort in 1965 with an issue of
America devoted to 22 contemporary artists invited tochoose poets
iIII'....""... d to their text. A grand group participated (includingJasper
Dine, George Segal, Josef Albers, James Brooks, Max Ernst,
Uaclver) with some superb highlights. Tatyana Grossman, who first .
Larry Rivers' and O'Hara's work together forStones in 1958,
with continuing editions of excellence by Rauschenberg/Robbe
Motherwell/Alberti and so many others ...
these beiter-known happy ventures were gaining a growing
and acclaim, quietly but with great dedication and high-quality,
of collaboration and response in increasing number were being
It:!'0ut the United States In studios, university and college
II ~. lenvlrons, private presses and alternative workshops 81 artists' and
encounters grew in new enthusiasm. The great Boston exhibition
Garvey, Wick, Hofer, Harvard College Library) The Artist and
1960 was a national inspiration.,

the tide takes ,the flow
of opaque ice
white
sponge
until you test it
with more than the eyes
hard to the hand
down river
moving the observer
up stream
in his head
stationary
upon the shore
piled high with the bric-a-brac
jumbled
in giant scattered
sheets and chunks
dropping into the silence
like startled turtles
come upon
quickly in the quiet
.
of small ponds
the ponderous river sucking
to the sea
where estuary
will reverse under the moon
bringing lilliputian ice bergs
up river
drawing this time
the observer down stream
without
moving
from his spot
his head goes
as his feet remain
rooted in the spring
soil
O. Howard Winn

Ice Break on the Hudson
-poem by O. Howard Winn
-drawing by Ed Colker

fIowofexhibitions, publications and conferences has begun: The Art
The new sociology may tell us that"thing are what they seem." However,
Poetry-SmithsonianlNational Collection (organized by Peter
in the visual arts, students and faculty energies are again rising to the
ngham); the Visual Studies Workshop national conference on
pleasure of discovery in sign, symbol, and metaphor-at Madison, Omaha,
publishing, Rochester 1979; Words and Images, Pennsylvania
Santa Cruz, Iowa City, Lexington, Urbana, Highlands, Columbus" and on
Council 1981; the recent art of the book conference at University
SUNY campuses .
• ~"Nebraska. Omaha with a battery of poets' readings along with
And now we too enter into this rich and lively current with a landmark
Igner symposia; and this past summer's Chicago events on
exhibition in which forty writers and artists, most having never met, are
."'I'YDography and the Private Pre~s" with meetings and a display of 84 brought togeth'er to generate images and presence; forces which should
primarily poetiC (sponsored by Northwestern University and
, as in the words of John Berryman-..... both trouble and comfort."
'UnhlrsltyOf lIIinois-Chicago libraries, the Caxton Club, the Societyof
t.nnranhlc Arts.)

l
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This would first appear to IUsume three
stages (or three acts): first comes the
instantaneous capture (1 am ravished by
an image); then a series of brief
encounters (dates, telephone calls,
letters, brief trips) during which /
ecstatically 'explore' the perfection of
the loved being, i.e., the unhoped-for
correspondence between an object and
my desire: this is the sweetness of the
beginning, the interval proper to the
idyll. This happy period acquires its
identity (its limits)from its opposition
(at least in memory) to the "sequel:" the
"sequel" is the long train of sufferings,
wounds, anxieties, distresses,
resentments, despairs, embarrasments,
and deceptions to which / fall prey,
ceaselessly living under the threat of a

downfall which would envelop at once
the other, myself, and the glamorous
encounter that first revealed us to each
other~

While A Lover's Discourse is a radiant
celebration of love, and its
particularities, it is as much a
celebration of language. Not only in the
critic's ability to capture with language
the fleeting chaos of love, but in
Barthes' conclusion that the discourse,
the language of the lover, is nearly,
perhaps, as important as love itself.
What do / think oflove? As a matter of
fact, / think nothing at all oflove. rd be
glad to know what it is, but being inside,
/ see it inexistence, not in essence. What
/ want to know (love) is the very
substance / employ in order to speak
(the lover's discourse).

1be Load. December 8th. 1982
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UP AMERICA-.
honest, sweetle,you're the only
;,111
'a
'I8) WAKEnlATBLOC
To K. iD Pa.
.....
one I really want. Sony for
j
i.a
II
SPlRIT.-ROCKY
Pleaeed to hear you upsetting you and making you
I
~ :;
-; 1 &I; . ~
eztended your biblical jealous. And you ARE allowed to
me some
LOOK-as ong as you don't'S. = I u e.
u

f

MR.
INSPIRE

0

Jmowledge with RobiD.
-Big Brother

term paper on eenal faDt.uIe.
needs your belp. All Info will be
confidential Please include your
sex. age, race, sexual preferece If
any. I would like you to deecribe
your eexUa1 fantasies in detail. Do

you fantasize wben you
masturbate or have intercourse? I
repeat-aU Info Is conOdential.
Send aU Info to me.

STEVE
MARKOWITZ
makes It Into the Loadl
Yo.Joe Rockheadl You tell Sammy
Shale and Carl Cobblestone 111 be
there.at Fred's Party next ~k.
Round up the boys. Joe, Ifs gonna
be a blast!
Barney ~bble
P.S. All the boys from the 10dgell be
there, Including the Grand Poobah I
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JohD-On a kitchen table.
KeD-Where I work there's this humongous
fucking sink. In there.
Nancy-In a bathroom In N.Y.U.
P.A.-In Cancoon, Mexico.
Peter:..on top of a water tower.
Catby-On a roller Coaster.
Keny-Agraveyard...It's true, and youknow what.
It was this summer.
EIlen-Central Park behind the bushes. lying on
top of newspapers.

I
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To my absentee roomate:
you with SO; much m~
your Invadee.
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Gary-wanna spend lOme

not saying much?
nothing goes

Do YOU want some bed and some pillow? j !~

~i
c ....
;;-Ii
.,

t'" III

... o_~

Your one and only

Aprfi: "Get
throat Is really dryl-R. Jr,

e.:; i : i -=
1111 ~ I ~ i 1

,

Patrtck M.M.R·s body Is for sale I Interested
partles please contact N.S. 1049 (Great ass).
Very experienced EngUsh and needs money
desperately. For a good time. call Patrick
M.M.R 253-9784. You can help little Patrick
or you can tum the page.
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touch! I love you.
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LOUIS fans,
Sorry - but you'll have
. to wait 'till next time
for the unveiling of
everybody's Mr. Right!!!
- Gloria and THE LOAD!! ·

To Peter. Chris. Eric and John.
CoDgrats on a Job well done. Yoli
guys should have gotten the
applause.

t-ove,

PIglet
(A.T.D.G.F.)
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........................ 1 E
To Rich, and all those
~::: J

let's play bide and eeekbebind the
bemy moore and dance barefoot
on tbe mall.

Q:Wby doe. laD ADdenoa
ueecl • baDdJrerchlet?
Guy: Row caD I call JOu
8beldoa GrebMeia?
RuthJle: "Do ~ wanna 80
8Or-R. Plant
1be·neetcalledhlmUle4-Iegged.
Call him Master.
him wbat
you Uke-but for the right price call

cau
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P.S . Don't worry-You'll
graduate-I have confidence In
you! (Plus rn help).
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Dear Sweet Pea
Happy Belated Birthday!
Sony I dldn't get It In The Load.
. on time! But I hope I made your
birthday reaDy happy-I tried my
best! You're one Hell of a People!
Don't ever stop being you!
I love you very much and
always w1ll. Remember that
always.
Your Sweet Sherbet
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AIuly-I've never had sex.
PaaI-On 7th Ave. In front of Madison Square
Garden. while I was wafting on line overnight for
concert tickets.
Anthony-On my kitchen table...but I don't want
to talk about It.
.
Celate-Inslde the PAC., on the steps In the
Green Theater.
MIke-In a swimming pool.
Jay-In a shower in Vennont.
Tom-In a meadow In Yosemite National Park.
Ma. 1-1 honestly canlt remember-let me think
about It.

1be lDDoceu.t ByataDder-In a tree house with
two women.
am.-In the basement of Dunkin' Donut&
Ma. X-In a misty field.
Loal8e-C-2 Lounge.
Joe-In the Mayor's office In the City of BufI'ah
Mark-On the stage sculpture behind
Administration BUilding.
Michelle-Standing up agatnst a stone wall
Piazza Venezle Rome with the Sun settlng.
Amy-In a planetarium.
Freclll'llD8tone-In a well kept cave in Bedrock.
a.n-In an airplane bathroom going to Londoa.;f

